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WE KNOW…
It all starts with you.
Just after daybreak, with no one else around.
You make the magic happen. It takes planning,
the right tools, expertise, attention to detail.
From practice to game day,
all summer long.

How do we know?
We walk the walk.

The fact is, we’ve walked
hundreds of miles in your shoes.
From day-to-day maintenance to planning,
building or renovating your ballfield. We’re on
our test fields innovating, developing products
to help you do your job better. At the same time,
our engineers are ensuring your ballfield project
runs smoothly. We’re with you every step.

Consider us part of your team.

BeaconAthletics.com
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NEW

What’s New in 2019... You know us. We always have something cookin’.
This year we have outdone ourselves with over 100 new products, including the innovative Phantom Hitting Station
(above), and an exciting new version of our legendary Streamliner (page 69). We also celebrate the return of
the classic wooden rake (page 90) — a favorite of the most diehard professionals — and we expanded our offering
of infield soil topdressing (page 101). Keep an eye out for the NEW icon throughout this catalog.

NEED DESIGN HELP? If you need help with your
Backstop or Barrier Net project, see page 34. Our dedicated
Project Services team can help you design an attractive,
cost-saving solution.

SERVICE WITH A SMILE. We hear it time after time —
Beacon’s people really do make a difference by providing
better customer service. Give us a call and experience the
Beacon way for yourself.

PROTECT YOUR CREW. Gloves, eye wear and sun
protection for your staff. As our own Paul Zwaska, former head
groundskeeper for the Baltimore Orioles, likes to say: “you’ve
gotta take care of your crew”. And we want take care of you.
See pages 95 for our new field crew safety collection.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Better Built by Beacon... For more than 70 years,
we have been designing and building products that perform better and last.
Products developed by our team of engineers through trial and error, then tested and
retested at our nearby test field. Quite simply, we’re problem-solvers. Beacon built
products are field-tested, designed for performance, and built to last. Throughout this
catalog, look for the icon on products we’re proud to call “Beacon Built”.

A PERFECT LINE EVERY TIME. Now the
industry standard, we introduced the Streamliner in
2003. Three generations later, you still get perfect
lines while using 30-50% less chalk. New for 2019 is the
4-wheel Streamliner 354 with bicycle handles. See page 69.

SMOOOOOOTH! Beacon’s Paul Zwaska,
a former MLB head groundskeeper, is a field
maintenance fanatic. Paul designed and approved
our collection of drags to fill every need — nail drags,
spikers, steel mat drags, X-Drag and cocoa mat drags.
See page 82.

IT’S A TOTAL BACK SAVER. Our patented
tamp is a favorite of MLB groundskeepers. In fact,
it was on the field in both parks at this fall’s World
Series. This revolutionary tamp has reimagined the
classic groundkeeper’s tool, saving aching hands and backs
around the country. See page 86.

4
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TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S
6 - 23
Batting Cages and
Batting Practice Accessories
23 - 31
Game Mounds, Practice Mounds
and Protective Infield Screens
32 - 33
Retractable Batter’s Eye
and Portable Backstops
34 - 45
Project Services, Net Backstop
Systems, Facility Padding
and Fence Cap
46 - 53
Dugouts, Foul Poles, Benches
and Bleachers

BETTER BUILT FOR
BETTER BATTING.
Indoor or outdoor we
have a great batting cage
solution for you. Our sales staff can
help you match the right cage to
your facility and needs.
See page 6.

54 - 61
Windscreen, Ballfield Signs
and Portable Fencing
62 - 68
Tarp Cart, Field Weights,
Tarps and Accessories
69 - 81
Streamliner, Field Marking
Equipment, Field Paint and Artificial
Turf Equipment
82 - 92
Field Drags, Tamps, Rakes, Shovels,
and Other Field Tools
93 - 94
Beacon General Store, Repair Items
and Shop Towels & Wipes

SECURE THE FIELD.
Our backstop netting

95 - 99
Crew Safety: Gloves, Glasses,
Anti-Itch and Sunscreen

and walls are designed
for safety, aesthetics,
and quality, our barrier net

100 - 104
Engineered Soils, Soil Top Dressings
and Fortification

systems, backstop netting, and
wood-less backstop padding are

105 - 107
Moisture Removal, Hoses & Nozzles

what your facility deserves. See
page 36.

108 - 115
Bases, Pitching Rubbers and
Accessories

BE SAFE ALL OVER
THE FIELD. On the
mound or in the batting
cage our rugged screen
feature Gatorshield steel
frames UV-treated nets and optional
padding — all manufactured to our
stringent specifications in Wisconsin
factories. See page 28.

116 - IBC
Sideline & Turf Protectors, Soccer
& Lacrosse Goals and Index
H AV E O R D E R I N G Q U E S T I O N S ?

Visit the FAQ page on our website.
Answers to questions like, “do you
accept P.O.s?” can be found at
beaconathletics.com/faq.
For other questions related to
shipping, returns and more,
visit beacon.cx/ORD-01.
Customer Service Center
M-F 7am-5pm (Central)
800-747-5985
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It couldn’t be easier.
If an indoor cage isn’t easy to setup, it won’t get used.
The Phantom™ is so easy to setup and take down, it
takes three people less than 5 minutes. When it’s down,
it’s down — nothing is left hanging from the ceiling.
That means no errant gym balls damaging breakable
parts, and no expensive electrical systems. The best
part is you go from storage to hitting in just three easy
steps — connect the reach poles, layout your net, and
hoist & lock the halyards. Hit away!
The Phantom shown with pieces of the Phantom COMBO
 Phantom Indoor Batting Cage Standard size: 14'W x 14'H
Baseball 70'L (140 lbs)

105-100-070

$2,995

Baseball COMBO (365 lbs)

105-100-710

$3,895

Softball 55'L (115 lbs)

105-100-050

$2,695

We can’t leave our cages up during basketball season.

Softball COMBO (340 lbs)

105-100-720

$3,495

But the Phantom is super easy to setup, and we actually

SAVE WHEN YOU BUY A COMBO: Phantom Batting Cage;
Phantom Storage Cart; Green 6' x 12' Hitting Mat without flocked
home plate; Green 7.5' x 7.5' Vinyl Net Protector; Pitcher’s L
Screen. NOTE: Eyebolts and wall anchors not included.

6
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The Phantom has been a lifesaver.
divide our cages in two so we can get twice the work in.
Beacon’s cages are the best I’ve seen.”
— Dirk Baker, head coach Worchester (MA) State College

The Phantom ships complete via truck and ready to install.
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So easy, you’ll soon take it for granted.
That’s the way it should be. The Phantom™ sets up in minutes. And take down is just as easy. Just release the
halyards, let the net drop, unhook the reach poles on the opposite end, collect up the net and — *poof!* — it’s gone.

Connect the reach poles.

See
page 9 for

Connect the net.

Phantom
Accessories

Lay out your net (see Phantom Storage Cart, page 11).

Watch the 2-minute setup!

Hoist the net and you’re hitting.

Visit beacon.cx/PBC-01

The Phantom works in most indoor spaces. Our standard 70' cage works in spaces
from 75'–110' long. The 55' cage works in spaces 60'-95' long. To make modifications
for spaces outside these common dimensions, contact our Project Services Group.

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

1 Fast setup is entirely from the
ground — no ladders.

2 Cam-lock pulley systems provide
easy tensioning adjustments.

3 After take down there’s nothing
left hanging in your gym.

4 No steel cables!

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Introducing the Phantom™ Hitting Station.

NEW
This is how you get the most out of your gym.
Maximum simultaneous hitting, minimal setup.
This set of hitting stations is tensioned wall-to-wall
with the same easy-to-use hardware that has made
our legendary Phantom™ Batting Cage so popular.

Phantom Hitting Station
setup is super easy with
a reach pole on each end.

 Phantom Hitting Station 105-100-065 $799

NEW
The Great Divide.
Dividing your gym has
never been easier. The
Phantom™ Gym Divider
requires no permanent structure
or cables. Just like the Phantom™
Batting Cage, it’s easy to install
and sets up in minutes without
the need for ladders or lifts.
Netting can be sized for any
application.
 Phantom Gym Divider
105-100-009 Call for pricing

8
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See all of our indoor options at beacon.cx/PHM-01
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Accessorize to maximize.

Phantom™ Storage Cart — When your Phantom cage, divider,
or hitting station needs to be completely taken down and
stored this four-wheel storage cart makes it easy.
27"W x 28"H x 39"L, 10 cu ft cart.

INDOOR BATTING CAGE ACCESSORIES

Phantom™ Golf Net — Double the use of your Phantom with
this 10' deep net mesh insert. Use of a hitting mat (below) is
recommended. 14'W x 14'H x 10'L.
 105-100-085 (25 lbs) $295

 105-745-109 (65 lbs) $349

Net Protectors — Vinyl or mesh, avoid
excessive net wear. Go online for all
options: catcher/strike zone, strike zone
only or plain. beacon.cx/PNP-01

Floor Protector — Reduce scuffs from
batted balls with this laminated vinyl
fabric cover. 15'W x 30L.

Hitting Mat — 5mm-thick mat available
in clay or green and baseball or softball
sizes. More options on page 22.

 270-246-089 (95 lbs) $399

 Pro-Model Hitting Mat
baseball 6' x 12' w/o flocked home plate
110-810-179 (60 lbs) $319

G Tee — Stainless steel and aluminum
telecoping upright, perfect with Phantom
Hitting Station. More options on p 11.

Phantom Replacement Nets — Made
from the best UV-treated nylon material.
14'W x 14'H, #24 knotless nets.

v Baseball tee 110-715-009 (7 lbs) $129
v Softball tee 110-715-029 (7 lbs) $119

v 70'L 105-100-091 (120 lbs) $899
v 55'L 105-100-092 (100 lbs) $799

 Vinyl 7.5' x 7.5' Net Protector (shown)
105-245-305 (9 lbs) $115

Pitcher’s L Screen — 7' x 7' screen
protects coaches or pitching machines.
Optional wheel kit not included.
More options on page 28.
v 135-100-430 (53 lbs) $299

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Getting the right outdoor cage. All of Beacon’s outdoor
batting cages are built to last. But, to help you select the best fit for your facility, we cut through the confusion.

The distinguishing characteristics are broken out below and on the following pages. If you have any questions,
or if you are ready to get started, please contact us.
TUFFframe PRO

TUFFframe
MODULAR

ELITE

STANDARD

HOISTABLE

#30

#30

#36

#36

12' x 14'

12' x 14'

14' x 14'

14' x 14'

3"

4"

6"

6"

for Baseball 70' length

72'L x 17'6"W

76'L x 15'W

76'L x 15'W

76'L x 15'W

for Softball 55' length

57'L x 17'6"W

61'L x 15'W

61'L x 15'W

61'L x 15'W

8

6

6

6







FEATURE

Heavy-Duty UV-treated Nylon Netting
Height and Width
Nominal Pipe Size (Schedule 40 galvanized)
Minimum Required Footprint …

Number of Poles
Ricochet Reduction (no side poles)
Multiple Configurations (single, double, quad)









Hitting Stations Compatible









Hoistable Net (for easy setup and removal)





FuseLink Protection





Ricochet Reduction (no side poles)



Personalized Tensioning Cuffs



Net Protector Included (12' x 8')









ACCESSORIES for any outdoor cage include: hitting stations, artificial turf, hitting mats, tees, pitching screens. (see p. 20-22)

10
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Whatever your situation, we have a great batting cage option for you.
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TUFFframe Modular Batting Cage — six-cage configuration Mauston, Wisconsin

TUFFframe Batting Cages are available in multiple models and configurations.
All share the same rugged construction using Schedule 40 galvanized poles and
UV-treated nylon netting.

TUFFframe MODULAR: Our most comprehensive batting cage,
the modular cage offers endless multiple configurations. Ground
sleeves simplify pole installation by giving you the option to
remove the entire cage or move it to a new location. Custom
team branding options with our personalized tensioning cuffs.

TUFFframe ELITE: Beacon’s unique winch tensioning system
makes for easy raising and lowering of nets all from the ground
— no ladders. No side poles reduces the risk of ricochets. Our
proprietary FUSElink protects your cage from unexpected
overload, such as heavy winds or ice.

TUFFframe PRO Batting Cages are built for the pros. They feature a larger 14 x 14
hitting area constructed with large 6" diameter, Schedule 40 steel poles and #36 UV-treated
nylon netting. Available in our Standard and Hoistable models.

TUFFframe PRO HOISTABLE: This beast is our most heavy-duty
cage. You get supersized versions of all of the unique features:
winch tensioning system, no sides poles, and our proprietary
FUSElink protection. Everything about this cage is bigger, and that
really does make it better. An absolute stud of a batting cage.
TUFFframe PRO STANDARD: All the heavy-duty features you
expect from our pro hoistable batting cage, just minus the winch
tensioning system — this cage is installed for your convenience
with permanently tensioned cables.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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TUFFframe Modular Batting Cage — one of the double-wide configurations with custom tensioning cuffs, Ames, Iowa

TUFFframe™ MODULAR Batting Cage
The classic-style cage that’s built to last.
Thanks to a superior design with prefabricated
parts, installation is easy and always done right.
Cage configuration options can be endless — add as
many cages as you want, side by side, sharing pipes.
Add tensioning cuffs to stabilize the net and bring
some team branding to your site. See comparison
table on page 10.
 TUFFframe MODULAR Batting Cage
Standard size: 14'W x 12'H

Drawing of two double-wide modular cages at Iowa State

Baseball 70'L Single (1,180 lbs)

105-100-260

$4,195

Baseball 70'L Double (1,865 lbs)

105-100-170

$7,295

Softball 55'L Single (960 lbs)

105-100-240

$3,495

Softball 55'L Double (1,520 lbs)

105-100-160

$6,395

NOTE: Each Modular cage includes 12' x 8' net protector (p. 20).

Beacon’s Modular Cage is extremely
durable and unique. We have received many
compliments from visiting teams because of the design
of our double-wide cages. We highly recommend

 Optional Tensioning Cuffs go online for custom options
for Single Cage, Set of 4

105-245-200

$325

for Double Cage, Set of 6

105-245-400

$425

12
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working with Beacon to improve your complex.”
— Dick Flynn, Director of Public Works, Waupon, WI

Contact our Project Services Group for help with your ideal configuration.
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Configure it just the way you want it.
You have options. Just need one cage? Okay. Need to stack up two, three, four or more? No problem.
Your configuration options are limited only by your space. And, hitting stations are a natural addition to maximize.

70' Double-wide with optional tensioning cuffs.

70' Single with custom-printed cuffs and hitting stations.

See
page 20 for

Batting Cage
Accessories

Hitting stations are easy to add to the outside of the Modular cage (see page 19).

The difference is obvious.
Our 3" pipes (far right) on the Modular
cage put the competition to shame.
It’s not only the diameter, check out
that thickness. Other batting cage
manufacturer’s tubing is no match.

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

Ground Sleeves = Versatility
Our optional ground sleeves
(1 per pole) can be used to simplify
installation and they give you the
ability to remove the entire cage or
move it to a new location without
damaging your poles.
 Ground Sleeves
105-100-700 $19 ea
 Ground Sleeve Caps
105-100-750 $19 ea

1 Endless configuration options —
add multiple side-by-side.

2 Heavy-duty 3" schedule 40
steel pipes and superior net.

3 Quick-link overhead cables with
net-stabilizing ground cables.

4 Engineered cable offsets
save net wear & tear.

5 12' x 8' net protector included

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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TUFFframe™ ELITE Batting Cage
Raise and lower from the ground.
No ladders. Really. Our simple-to-use winch
system make setup and take down easy.
On-the-fly tensioning adjustments are easy,
too, and the winch handles are removable so tensioning
cannot be tampered with by unauthorized personnel.
With only three poles on each end, there are no
intermediate pipes or overhead structure to create
a ricochet hazard. See comparison table on page 10.
 TUFFframe ELITE Batting Cage
Standard size: 14'W x 12'H
Baseball 70'L Single (1,185 lbs)

105-100-880

$4,495

Baseball 70'L Double (2,065 lbs)

105-100-910

$7,795

This is an amazing cage. With the

Softball 55'L Single (1,160 lbs)

105-100-870

$3,795

crank-pulley winch system we can easily remove the

Softball 55'L Double (2,015 lbs)

105-100-990

$6,895

netting when the cage is not being used. And, with

Optional ground sleeves (1 per pole) streamline installation.
 Ground Sleeves 140-100-700 $55 ea
 Ground Sleeve Caps 140-100-750 $25 ea

14
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poles only on the ends we don’t have any ricochet.
We absolutely love our double batting cage!”
— Marie Thompson, head softball coach, Embry-Riddle Univ. (AZ)

Consider adding a net protector (p. 19) to extend the life of your cage net.
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Fast, safe, and smart. Win-win-win.
This cage comes with an overload protection system. How cool is that? Our FUSElink Protection guards against
the overload excess from snow, freezing rain, kids climbing on the net, etc., to go along with the fast, no-ladder setup.

Overload
Protection
Our proprietary FUSElink system
Protect your batting cage from

See
page 20 for

unexpected overload, such as

Batting Cage
Accessories

heavy winds or ice.

Winch system with removable handles.

The genius of the hoistable Elite cage is in its simplicity.

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

There’s no comparison…
But, we’ll compare ours to the competition
anyway. Our 4" pipes (far right) on the
Hoistable batting cage are just huge
compared with other cages.

1 Setup and take down from the
ground — no ladders!

2 Heavy-duty 4" schedule 40
steel pipes and superior net.

3 Pre-installed overhead cables
with net-stabilizing ground cables.
4 Multiple cage configurations
can be side-by-side or end-to-end.
5 12' x 8' net protector included
End-of-cage hitting stations.
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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TUFFframe PRO Standard Batting Cage with hitting stations, Louisville Slugger Sports Complex, Peoria, Illinois

TUFFframe™ PRO Batting Cage
Going PRO means bigger and better.
It’s the biggest, baddest batting cage around.
Toughness comes from massive 6" pipes and
welded cable anchor hardware. Performance
comes from a huge 14' x 14' interior and the reinforced
hem on the #36 knotted nylon net.
Available as a hoistable cage you raise and lower from
the ground with our proprietary winch system, or
as a permanent installation or with permanent pretensioned cables. Our proprietary FUSElink protects
against overload due to weather, ice damage or other
unforeseen event. See comparison table on page 10.
 TUFFframe PRO HOISTABLE Regular size: 14'W x 14'H
Baseball 70'L Single

105-100-490

$8,395

Baseball 70'L Double

105-100-495

$14,295

Softball 55'L Single

105-100-475

$7,995

They were there every step from designing our hitting

Softball 55'L Double

105-100-480

$13,395

area to overseeing the installation. If you want to upgrade

 TUFFframe PRO STANDARD Regular size: 14'W x 14'H
Baseball 70'L Single

105-100-760

$6,395

Baseball 70'L Double

105-100-770

$11,295

Softball 55'L Single

105-100-780

$5,995

Softball 55'L Double

105-100-790

$10,395

16
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We’re extremely happy with Beacon.
your hitting area, you will be hard pressed to find
a better company to work with.”
— Ed Mathey, head coach, Northern Illinois Univ., DeKalb, IL

There’s only way to define ‘heavy-duty’, and this cage is it.
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Wow, it’s HUGE in there.
With a 14' x 14' hitting area you’ll forget you’re in a cage. This best-of-the-best batting cage has no side poles or
overhead structure. It’s tensioned cables prevent sag to give you the largest, most effective hitting tunnel around.

Huge 14' x 14' interior gives you a ton of room for hitters, pitchers and equipment.

See
page 20 for

Batting Cage
Accessories

Fit up to four Hitting Stations per side (see page 18).

This is really unfair.
Our 6" pipes are so big on the
PRO batting cage, we actually
had trouble fitting them
for this comparison.
This removes any
durability doubt.

Steel clips and brass grommets for all net-to-cable connections.

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

Built for the pros.
The demands of college and
professionals requires a cage that
is the best of the best.
Our PRO model batting cage
delivers the best in design, the
in best durability, and the best
in performance of any batting
cage on the market. This cage is a
game-changer. Contact our Project
Services Group for more.

1 Need help with what to highlight
as features — no ladders!

2 Heavy-duty 6" schedule 40
steel pipes and superior net.

3 Pre-installed overhead cables
with net-stabilizing ground cables.
4 Multiple cage configurations
can be side-by-side or end-to-end.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Perfect for pregame warmup or practice.

In-line Stand-Alone Hitting Station Kit

Get your swings in a confined space. That’s
what our Hitting Station Kits are all about. Install
them as a stand alone or add them to an existing
batting cage. They are a perfect way to let players
safely practice at the same time, especially while your
facility is hosting a tournament.
 STAND-ALONE Hitting Station Kits

 IN-LINE Hitting Station Kits
1-station Single (170 lbs)

105-100-650

$495

4-station Quad (365 lbs)

105-100-800

Each Add-on Station (95 lbs)

105-100-660

$359

3-station Triangle (275 lbs)

105-100-810

$1,025
$869

See
page 8 for

Indoor Hitting
Stations

Increase practice efficiency.
If you have an existing batting
cage and you’d love to get more
players hitting simultaneously
from a tee, consider adding
hitting stations to the outside of
your cage. Contact us for help
with getting the right setup.
Also see page 20 for hitting tees.

18
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Bring hitting stations indoors, with or without a batting cage. See page 8.
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Premium Replacement Batting Cage Nets
Beacon premium nets are made from the best materials available. Our UV-treated nylon nets are
manufactured to our strict specifications and are a major factor in the quality of all Beacon batting cages. Each
net features a 4-foot overlapping doorway on one end for safe entry and exit. Hemmed seams protect the net
from contact with support cables and eliminate potential issues with the net being pinched by batted balls.
Grommets are spaced to distribute weight evenly, giving you a longer-lasting, trouble-free net.

 TUFFframe PRO Outdoor #36 Knotted Nets

 Phantom Indoor #24 Knotless Nets
70'L x 14'W x 14'H (120 lbs)

105-100-091

$899

70'L x 14'W x 14'H (120 lbs)

105-100-094

$1,599

55'L x 14'W x 14'H (100 lbs)

105-100-092

$799

55'L x 14'W x 14'H (100 lbs)

105-100-093

$1,399

 TUFFframe MODULAR Outdoor #30 Knotless Nets

 TUFFframe ELITE Outdoor #30 Knotless Nets

70'L x 14'W x 12'H (120 lbs)

105-100-096

$1,299

70'L x 14'W x 12'H (120 lbs)

105-100-105

$1,399

55'L x 14'W x 12'H (100 lbs)

105-100-097

$1,099

55'L x 14'W x 12'H (100 lbs)

105-100-095

$1,249

Some notes about batting cage nets … Nylon offers the best overall strength and UV protection, costing more
but lasting longer. High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) is a cost-affective alternative. The debate between Twisted Knotted vs.
Braided Knotless net construction garners much debate. Our experience has found either can be a long-lasting option.

Standard Replacement Batting Cage Nets
All standard replacement batting cage nets are held to
strict quality standards and are constructed with durable
machine-sewn rope-reinforced seams, roof rib line, and a
single-end access panel. More standard net options online.
Standard #42 Knotted Nylon Nets
 70'L x 14'W x 12'H 105-835-010 (130 lbs) $1,399
 55'L x 14'W x 12'H 105-835-020 (103 lbs) $1,149

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Minimize wear & tear.

OUTDOOR BATTING CAGE ACCESSORIES

Batting Cage Artificial Turf Kits

 Vinyl w/catcher 5' x 7' (6 lbs) 105-245-339 $175
 Vinyl w/strike zone 5' x 7' (6 lbs) 105-245-325 $165
 Vinyl plain 5' x 7' (6 lbs) 105-245-305 $115
Mesh net protectors (not pictured) are heavy #36 nylon
netting with rope edge, great for outdoor use. Includes
adjustable attachment ropes and yellow strikes zone rope.
 12' x 8' Mesh (6 lbs) 105-100-035 $129
 8' x 8' Mesh (4 lbs) 105-100-005 $85

 BASEBALL Artificial Turf Kits (for 70'L cage: 15'W x 72'L)
OUTDOOR INDOOR

Vinyl net protectors feature grommets in each corner with 4
poly ropes. Made with heavy-duty 22 oz vinyl fabric. Available
in three styles. Standard color is maple green for plain and with
strike zone. Visit our website for custom colors.

36 oz w/3mm foam (761 lbs)

110-340-329

$2,999

36 oz w/5mm foam (930 lbs)

110-340-349

$4,099

36oz w/unitary rubber (480 lbs)

110-340-369

$2,999

42 oz w/1mm rubber (713 lbs)

110-340-389

$3,699

 SOFTBALL Artificial Turf Kits (for 55'L cage: 15'W x 57'L)
OUTDOOR INDOOR

Batting Cage Net Protectors

Our precut polypropylene artificial turf kits are cut to fit the
most common baseball and softball batting cage sizes (70'L
and 55'L). Contact us for all your turf needs and our product
specialists will match the right turf to your needs. Also see
page 22 for turf hitting mats.

36 oz w/3mm foam (603 lbs)

110-340-339

$2,599

36 oz w/5mm foam (737 lbs)

110-340-359

$3,299

36oz w/unitary rubber (380 lbs)

110-340-379

$2,399

42 oz w/1mm rubber (565 lbs)

110-340-399

$2,999

INDOOR

SAVE MORE THAN $100!

Batting Cages Accessory Package
Available only with purchase of a Beacon
batting cage. Package includes: green 6' x 12'
Hitting Mat without Home Plate; Pitcher’s L
Screen; and green 7.5' x 7.5' Vinyl Net Protector.
 Accessory Package A (includes net
protector w/o strike zone) 105-100-715 $599
 Accessory Package B (includes net
protector with strike zone) 105-100-725 $669
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Baseball & Softball Training Aids
Jennie Finch™ Pitching Lane Pro
Train like an Olympic Gold Medalist. Spike-resistant turf includes
a slip-proof backing. Inlaid power line keeps pitchers down the
middle of the rubber and inlaid white lines outside the rubber
helps pitchers comply with NCAA regulations restricting pitchers
from pitching outside the 24" pitching rubber. Includes carrying
case and attached regulation pitching rubber. 3'W x 10'L.
 330-618-209 (27 lbs) $229

Jennie Finch PowerLine
Mini-Mat — Align the power
line of this 3' x 2' non-skid
mat with the gym floor
line for precise training.
Regulation pitching rubber
attached.
 330-618-219 (10 lbs) $95

NEW

Bownet Elite Screens

Coaches, parents and players love these training screens.
They’re very portable, set up easily and have outstanding
reliability. Their heavy-gauged frame is engineered to allow for
left or right-hand pitchers and quickly assembles in 90 seconds
with no tools or screws required. The steel base has non-marking
rubber feet to help maintain stance and prevents damage to
floors when used indoors.
 Bownet Big Mouth Elite 135-830-200 (33 lbs) $329
 Bownet L-Screen Elite 135-830-205 (33 lbs) $329

The Designated Hitter — Pitchers of any age or skill can safely
get quality throwing sessions without needing a “live” hitter.
Available in blue, red or gray.

Schutt Ultimate Travel Tee — Telescoping feature allows
adjustments between 29" and 47" high. For softball or baseball.
Fits in included carry bag with folding base.

 DH Pro 5'9" hitter (40 lbs) 110-618-019 $329
 DH Youth 5'2" hitter (40 lbs) 110-618-029 $329

 Travel Tee (16 lbs) 110-675-009 $35
 Replacement top (2 lbs) 110-675-019 $8
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Reduce wear with hitting & pitching mats.

See page 112 for Throw Down Home Plate

Pro-Model Hitting Mat These 5mm thick mats with

reinforced urethane foam back and permanent white lines is
available in green or clay, with or without flocked home plate.

Note: By using a Throw Down Home Plate (see page 112) on the
hitting mat you can extend wear by reversing the mat when the
right had batter’s box begins to show wear.

 WITH Flocked Home Plate

 WITHOUT Flocked Home Plate

Baseball 6' x 12', green (60 lbs)

110-810-019

$329

Baseball 6' x 12', green (60 lbs)

110-810-179

$319

Baseball 6' x 12', clay (60 lbs)

110-810-009

$329

Baseball 6' x 12', clay (60 lbs)

110-810-169

$319

Softball 7' x 12', green (68 lbs)

110-810-029

$339

Softball 7' x 12', green (68 lbs)

110-810-189

$329

Softball 7' x 12', clay (68 lbs)

110-810-039

$339

Softball 7' x 12', clay (68 lbs)

110-810-199

$329

Home Plate Area Turf Mat
Protects both the batter's box and the catcher’s box.
This 6' x 12' mat includes home plate and batter’s box lines.
The additional 6' x 6' mat with catcher's box lines connects
to the back of the hitting mat with heavy-duty Velcro®.
35 oz polypropylene ½" pile turf with 5 mm foam backing.
 Clay Turf Mat (85 lbs) 110-810-299 $489
 Green Turf Mat (85 lbs) 110-810-289 $489

Batting Practice Turf Mats
Dramatically reduce the maintenance on your pitcher’s mound
and home plate area during pregame warm-ups. Also excellent
for protecting gym floors and providing a secure, maintenancefree hitting or pitching surface in batting cages. Can also be
glued onto cement. Made with heavy-duty artificial turf with
5 mm-thick urethane foam backing that stands up to years of
use and metal spikes. Available in green or clay.
Contact us for custom sizes.
6' x 12' turf mat (52 lbs)

110-810-059

$299

4' x 12' turf mat (42 lbs)

110-810-049

$209

4' x 6' turf mat (18 lbs)

110-810-069

$119
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Step up your On-Deck game.
FINALLY. An on-deck circle that is tough and looks great.
Go ahead and use metal spikes, they’ll sink in to the TUFFdeck On-Deck Circle and wedge between the mini-coin pattern
surface for added traction. PVC surface protects your custom graphics. Cleans easily with just soap and water.
All-weather 3/8" foam construction with super-thick flexible 20-gauge PVC surface.

 TUFFdeck On-Deck Circles
4' with custom graphics (18 lbs)

110-181-140

$749 ea

5' with custom graphics (20 lbs)

110-181-150

$949 ea

6' with custom graphics (27 lbs)

110-181-160

$1,449 ea

8' with custom graphics (48 lbs)

110-181-180

$1,999 ea

Economy On-Deck Circles
Turf On-Deck/Fungo Circles
Not suitable for metal spikes. Sold as
pair. Standard color is green, but also
available in blue, orange, red, white turf
(additional fees apply for colors other
than standard green). Custom printing
available, contact us for pricing.
 4' 110-810-109 (24 lbs) $199/pair
 5' 110-810-099 (38 lbs) $289/pair
 6' 110-810-089 (52 lbs) $319/pair

Recycled Rubber On-Deck Circles
Durable 1/2"-thick recycled rubber
on-deck circle available in four sizes.
Sold individually. Ground or freight
shipping depends upon quantity.
 5' 110-640-009 (60 lbs) $175 ea
 6' 110-640-019 (85 lbs) $215 ea
 7' 110-640-029 (116 lbs) $265 ea
 8' 110-640-039 (151 lbs) $295 ea

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Game mounds with the MLB-recommended slope.
They’ll pitch like a pro.
No matter the mound height, your
pitchers will be throwing downward
at the MLB-recommended angle.
All Pitch Pro mounds feature a
replaceable regulation 6" x 24"
pitching rubber, as well as a Launch
Pad in front of and under the
pitching rubber for better traction
and to reduce turf wear and tear.

Pitch Pro Features:
• MLB-recommended slope
• High-quality fiberglass construction
• Unique gel coat-down design is
weather- and UV-resistant

796

486

8121

898

465

• Designed for indoor or outdoor use

For players 13 +

For players 13 +

Pitch Pro 8121 10" Game Mound — For the big boys, feels like
real clay mound. Most rugged & portable 10" mound you can buy.
10"H x 8'W x 12'L.

Pitch Pro 898 8" Game Mound — Features longer landing

 330-108-309 (325 lbs) $3,595

 330-108-379 (275 lbs) $2,799

For players 8-13

area so bigger players will not reach the end. Nearly 78" from
front of rubber to end of mound. 8"H x 7'W x 10'4"L.

For players 8-13

For players 8-13

Pitch Pro 796 6" Game Mound —

Pitch Pro 486 6" Game Mound —

Pitch Pro 465 6" Game Mound —

Bigger youth pitchers can take a full stride,
make pick-off moves. 6"H x 7'W x 9'6"L.

Youth pitchers can take a full stride and
still land on the mound. 6"H x 4'W x 8'L.

Tournament directors love it. Lightweight,
durable, affordable. 6"H x 4'W x 6'L.

 330-108-329 (265 lbs) $2,195

 330-108-319 (125 lbs) $1,165

 330-108-339 (65 lbs) $815

 Replacement Launch Pad — Fits all Pitch Pro mounds. Black rubber composite. 330-108-429 (2 lbs) $45
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From softball to baseball in seconds.

SENIOR

PONY

True Pitch® Portable Game Mounds
Fully approved for game play by Little League, Pony League
and Babe Ruth League baseball. Constructed with a reinforced
fiberglass base and covered with long-lasting artificial turf.
Tapered edges make a smooth transition to the ground.
All types of cleats can be used. Available in clay or green.
  6" youth mound (ages 9-12) 6"H x 6'10"W x 9'2"L
330-730-029 (180 lbs) $3,099
  8" pony mound (ages 13 & up) 8"H x 9'W x 11'L
330-730-019 (220 lbs) $3,699

YOUTH

  10" senior mound (ages 15 & up) 10"H x 10'W x 12'6"L
330-730-049 (240 lbs) $4,499

MAJOR LEAGUE

SENIOR

Proper Pitch™ Portable Game Mounds

MINOR LEAGUE

ProMounds Portable Game Mounds
Use indoors or outdoors. High-density foam is encapsulated in
rubber shell and covered in spike-resistant artificial turf. Available in green or clay. Ships via truck.
6" MAJOR League - 99"L x 6"H x 60"W (70 lbs)
 Green: 330-618-069 $1,099 |  Clay: 330-618-059 $1,099
6" MINOR League - 72"L x 6"H x 60"W (55 lbs)
 Green: 330-618-049 $899 |  Clay: 330-618-039 $899

A portable mound so durable you can use steel spikes.
Lightweight and easy to move, these mounds are
constructed with a unique high-density polyurethane foam
core which is covered with durable 100% Astroturf.
A rubber pad is inlaid under the landing area.
 6" youth mound 6"H x 5'4"W x 9'L
330-620-029 (105 lbs/ 130 lbs crated) $1,389
 10" senior mound 10"H x 8' 3"W x 11'6"L
330-620-039 (170 lbs/200 lbs crated) $2,499

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Give your grass a break.
There’s no worries if these platform mounds are left on the grass after batting practice.
With Air Flow venting on all four sides they are ventilated so they can be on the grass for an extended time.
Hitting coaches prefer these 8- or 10-inch high mounds for simulating a game action. Fiberglass mounds can be used
indoors or outdoors Platform base available in white, blue, green, red, and black. 5-year warranty on mound core.
Use of soft spikes is recommended to help extend the life of Pitch Pro platform mounds.

10" height

Pitch Pro 516 10" Bullpen Mound — Extra-large platform mound for full pitching motion in all directions. Proper incline matches
MLB specifications. Pitching rubber “launch pad” adds superior durability. Includes durable turf tires. 54"W x 110"L x 10"H
 330-108-349 (140 lbs) $1,599

10" height

Pitch Pro Professional Batting Practice Platforms — Very
lightweight! Proper MLB incline. See our website for optional
wheel kits (sold separately). 48"W x 96"L x 10"H
 10" PitchPro 508 330-108-359 (125 lbs) $1,299
 8" PitchPro 504 330-108-369 (95 lbs) $949
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Proper Pitch™ Batting Practice Platform — Don’t damage
your grass. Raised platform gives you airflow underneath.
Lightweight with pneumatic wheels for easy to maneuverability.
Soft spikes recommended. 10"H x 3'6"W x 7'L
 330-620-109 (173 lbs) $849

Quick on, quick off make batting practice easy with these platform mounds.
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Guaranteed not to damage gym floors.

ProModel

ProMounds Practice Mounds
Heavy-duty, high-density foam core with ProMounds Rubber
Armor Technology makes these skid-proof mounds the most
durable and lightweight on the market. Spike-resistant artificial
turf. Regulation pitching rubber and transport caddy included.
 ProModel 9'L x 5'W x 10"H
Green turf (170 lbs)

330-618-159

$1,079

Clay turf (170 lbs)

330-618-169

$1,079

Green turf (150 lbs)

330-618-179

$949

Clay turf (150 lbs)

330-618-189

$949

 Collegiate 9'L x 4'W x 10"H

Collegiate

ProMounds 2-Piece Practice Mound
Innovative two-piece design makes this indoor mound
easier to handle, use and store. Allows pitchers to offset
the landing area, giving right- and left-handed pitchers a
full 6' wide area. Lightweight high-density foam and extra
durability from ProMounds Rubber Armor Technology
for a skid-proof mound that won’t damage gym floors.
Available in green or clay turf colors. 10"H x 4'W x 9'L.
 330-618-029 (125 lbs) $1,079

Fold-n-Roll Portable Practice Mound
Safely and easily move across gym floors. Side handles
make it a breeze to fold up and give you more control
while moving. Can be used indoors or outdoors. Just fold
it up for compact storage. 10"H x 4'W x 9'6"L
 Green: 330-620-200 (185 lbs) $1,465
 Clay: 330-620-205 (185 lbs) $1,465

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

Protection all over the field.
No question, safety during baseball practice
is extremely important. Our protective screens bring
superior construction and quality materials featuring sturdy
Gatorshield® frames and tough UV-treated pillowcase nets.
Our classic Pitcher’s L Screen is a sturdy 7' x 7' screen that
is designed to protect you without limiting throwing motion.
Available with optional full padding kit in red, green, or blue.
Optional no-flat wheels are available for all Beacon screens.
 Pitcher’s L with padding kit (53 lbs) 135-100-480 $495
 Pitcher’s L no padding (53 lbs) 135-100-430 $299

GATORS H IELD ® ST E E L FRAM E S

Get the “L” with or without padding. Wheel kit not included.
Our Gatorshield® steel frames
feature a corrosion-resistant
patented triple-layer Flo-Coat

Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit

that is ideal for high-moisture

Add to any Beacon screen. Very easy
to assemble, these fit all of our
Beacon protective screens.

environments where rust
and corrosion protection
is needed most.
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 135-100-440 (8 lbs) $99

Everyone can relax and get their work done with protective infield screens at practice.

12/4/18 1:16 PM

Coaches & players will thank you.
Hey, how about nobody gets beaned today? Our rugged lineup of portable protective baseball and pitching screens
lets players and coaches get their work done without worrying about thrown or batted balls from around the diamond.

Shagger Screen — Protection during batting practice and onfield drills. Includes #504 net and no-flat wheel kit. 7' x 10'

Softball Screen — Includes cutout expressly for softball
pitchers or pitching machines. Wheel kit not included. 7' x 7'

 135-100-450 (74 lbs) $425

 135-100-400 (54 lbs) $299

Pitching Machine / Coaches Flip Screen — Protect coaches
during soft toss or snip the net and add the included yellow
nylon rope for use with pitching machines. 7' x 44"

Capture Screen — Features large opening with sock screen for
collecting balls during soft toss or hitting from a tee. 7' x 7'
 135-100-410 (54 lbs) $299

 135-100-470 (41 lbs) $249

Replacement Nets Available
If anything happens to your net we have you covered.
Below are the specific UV-treated pillowcase nets.
REPLACEMENT NETS FOR:
Pitcher’s L (7 lbs) 135-900-430 $89
Shagger Screen (14 lbs) 135-900-450 $99
Softball Screen (7 lbs) 135-900-400 $89
Pitching Machine / Flip Screen (5 lbs) 135-900-460 $49
Capture Screen (11 lbs) 135-900-410 $99
Standard Infield Screen (7 lbs) 135-900-420 $85
Standard Infield Screen — Great during drills for use around
the field, especially 1st base. Wheel kit not included. 7' x 7'
 135-100-420 (74 lbs) $299

Add the Optional No-Flat Wheel Kit (p28) for any screen.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Durability should be its middle name.
The most durable screens in the business.
Season after season, TUFFscreen will stand up to the most
rigorous use. A favorite of professionals and colleges,
the 2" frame of galvanized Gatorshield treated steel
comes with a full-frame vinyl-covered padding
kit to help eliminate ricochet.
Factor in our heavy-duty UV-treated pillowcase
net and no-flat wheels and you have a dependable, easy-tomaneuver workhorse. Padding available in royal blue, green,
red or black (custom colors at an additional cost).
 TUFFscreen 8' Pitcher’s L includes full padding
Pitcher’s L (95 lbs)

135-100-282

$749

Replacement Net (9 lbs)

135-100-285

$99

Replacement Padding (10 lbs)

135-100-242

$199

Fungo with padding (110 lbs)

135-100-292

$765

Fungo no padding (103 lbs)

135-100-291

$579

Replacement Net (9 lbs)

135-100-295

$99

Replacement Padding (10 lbs)

135-100-243

$199
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G ATOR S HI E L D ® ST E E L F RA M ES
Our Gatorshield® steel frames feature a corrosion-

 TUFFscreen 8' x 8' Fungo Screen

30

Colleges and the pros rely on TUFFscreen, and you can, too.

resistant patented triple-layer Flo-Coat that is ideal
for high-moisture environments where rust
and corrosion protection
is needed most.

Use what the pros use … TUFFscreen infield screens.
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Go from fastballs to curves in an instant.
The three-wheel design is the key. They provide realistic spins and exceptional accuracy. Instantly dial in
great fastballs at over 90 mph, sharp sliders at 80 mph, and curves at 70 mph with just a simple adjustment.

Baseball
Pitching Machine

Softball
Pitching Machine

Hack Attack Baseball & Softball Pitching Machines
The hitter sees the ball more clearly throughout the feeding
motion of the three solid throwing wheels. Throw accurate
pitches, even knuckleballs. The feed chute handle easily
pivots the throwing head in any direction for fungo work.
Wheel guards keep you safe, and locking telescoping legs
make it easy to setup. The tripod base provides stability
while large transport wheels makes it easy to maneuver.
The pitch selection chart right on the machine shows you dial
locations for various pitches. Learn more at beacon.cx/HAK-1

 Baseball STANDARD Pitching Machine
Pitch speeds reach 100 mph, fungo fly balls up to 380'
325-860-049 (185 lbs) $3,395
 Baseball JUNIOR Pitching Machine
Pitch speeds reach 70 mph, fungo fly balls up to 250'
325-860-059 (98 lbs) $2,295
 Softball STANDARD Pitching Machine
Pitch speeds reach 80 mph, fungo fly balls up to 250'
325-860-009 (135 lbs) $3,395
 Softball JUNIOR Pitching Machine
Pitch speeds reach 60 mph, fungo fly balls up to 175'
325-860-019 (75 lbs) $2,295

Mound Yeti™ 2 Pitching Machine
Designed for all skill levels — softball and baseball.
Pitch speeds ranging from 30 – 100 mph. With a quick
adjustment, this machine can throw left-handed breaking
balls, right handed breaking ball, fastballs, sliders, even
knuckleballs. Speed settings can be set at low, medium,
or high. It’s for more than just BP. Angle the head of the
machine up for pop-flies or down for grounders. The wheels
are made from urethane to eliminate air pressure problems,
but dimpled balls are still recommended for use.
 325-835-130 (110 lbs) $1,399

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Block out distractions in a blink.
Instant Eye™ let’s you declutter in an instant.
This Beacon-exclusive was inspired by nature. A typical
batter’s eye is a big, expensive, permanent structure that
comes with constant worries about damaging wind gusts.
The Instant Eye changes all that. It’s engineered to mimic
trees. A sturdy central support has fully-retractable wings
supported by flexible battens to allow subtle, stable
movement to reduce wind load. Just like trees. We also
stagger the placement of each unit to allow wind gusts to
freely pass through. To protect Instant Eye from approaching
storms just lower the wings from the ground — no ladders.
It’s all in stark contrast to traditional batter’s eye structures.
Contact us today for a free consultation.

Removable winch for easy up and down.

32
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The cluttered center field view before raising Instant Eye.

Flexible battens help reduce wind load.

Strategic offset allows free movement.

Another great Beacon innovation that easily raises and lowers from the ground.
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Big Bubba let’s you safely observe.
Make pregame batting practice count. Players can take their swings and coaches can safely watch from
the observation platform and offer on-the-spot instruction without the worry of foul balls or missed pitches flying
around the field. Bring a big league hitting cage to your field with Big Bubba or Big Bubba Elite.

Big Bubba Elite

Big Bubba and Big Bubba Elite
These backstops are favorites of professional, college and
varsity programs. Both feature 2" heavy-duty frame and an
18 oz vinyl skirt available in team colors. Each collapses down
to 5' high and comes with three pneumatic tires for easy
transport. Big Bubba Elite has two observation platforms, Big
Bubba has one. The Elite model includes a 4" thick thud pad.
Learn more at beacon.cx/BBE-01

Big Bubba and Big Bubba Elite collapse to only 5' high.

 Big Bubba Elite (350 lbs) 101-765-129 $4,999
 Big Bubba (408 lbs) 101-765-029 $4,499

Brand it with a Supreme Skirt
Take it up a notch with team branding. The Supreme
Skirt for Big Bubba and Big Bubba elite is made with
Vipol® Matrix mesh fabric from tightly woven microfibers — virtually tear-proof with 22% wind pass
through. Fully UV- and mildew-protected. Choose from
20 colors and various printing options … contact us.

Big Bubba

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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P R O J E C T S E R V I C E S AT B E A C O N

Field projects start with Beacon... Make our Project

Services team part of your team. Whether you’re building a new ball field or renovating an
existing field, our experienced designers and engineers can help you make your project run more
smoothly. The result will be a low-cost, high-quality field that you’ll be proud of.
Contact us at projects@beaconathletics.com to get started.

Put your town in the big leagues.

Our Project Services

can make it happen. We make it easy. We specialize in ballparks — it’s who we are. More specifically, new

construction and renovation projects are our thing. Our on-field expertise combined with superior products have us
uniquely positioned to help you design, build and maintain your facility. We’re there right through installation to deliver
an aesthetically designed solution that’s affordable, on time and built to last. Big projects should start with Beacon.

34

Fans will notice. Our Project Services group knows what works on a ballfield.

DESIGN
It matters. Your long-term satisfaction relies
on getting it right from the beginning. We review
detailed drawings with you and provide appealing
options. For projects that are more complex, our team is
architect- and contractor-friendly as they leverage our
expertise into their projects. We know what works
on a sports field.

INSTALLATION
Shop drawings provide a detailed roadmap
so installers know just what to do. And, we
provide support from materials delivery to prompt
responses to any questions. Having firsthand knowledge
of the process and the products is key. We work closely
with engineers and can provide project stamping in
all 50 states.

PERFORMANCE
Pre-engineered hardware components ease
installation and are designed to last. Constructed
with mother nature in mind, our products withstand
excessive winds of 90 mph and harsh snowy northern
climates. Let your field managers know we welcome
their calls anytime for advice on annual care and field
maintenance. We stand behind our installations with
a full 1-year guarantee.

Our sight lines are now outstanding.
A 100% improvement from our old chain link backstop.
If you’re building a new complex or remodeling your existing facility,
we highly recommend consulting with Beacon first.”
— Rick Roberts, Athletic Director, Van Meter High School (IA)

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Tie-Back Net Backstop

No obstructions. Your fans will love it.
This is truly for the fans. Off-set poles deliver an
unmatched spectator experience.
Our tie-back net backstop systems can be integrated
with any type of base wall, even radial layouts. Tie-back
netting gives you simplified installation, simplified raising &
tensioning, and simplified off-season net removal.

Contact projects@beaconathletics.com to learn more.

36
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Visit BallfieldProjects.com for Beacon ballfield project case studies.
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In-Line Net Backstop

Get rid of that old chain link fence.
It makes a huge difference. Prefabricated Beacon
parts help deliver an incredible upgrade for spectators.
Our in-line net backstop systems require as little as four
poles to deliver a safe, proven solution. Engineered designs
and proprietary tensioning hardware allow your netting to
be raised and lowered from the ground, or supported by a
permanent cable grid.

Contact projects@beaconathletics.com to learn more.
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

Protect adjoining fields and parking lots.
Keep ’em in the yard. Our barrier net systems are
the best way to protect athletes, fans, and property.
Make sure balls stay where they belong to keep your
spectators and property safe. Like our net backstop systems,
our netting is easy to put up and keep tensioned from the
ground — no ladders no lifts. Combination systems are
perfect for multi-sport fields. Grounds sleeves and cable
included with all barrier net systems.
Easy up and down with the top pulley and lifting halyard.

 Standard 20'H Soccer Barrier Net System 4" mesh net

 Standard 15'H Lacrosse Barrier Net System 1.5" mesh net

60'W (3 posts)

140-100-610

$2,995

60'W (3 posts)

140-100-510

$2,699

90'W (4 posts)

140-100-210

$3,699

90'W (4 posts)

140-100-310

$3,699

120'W (5 posts)

140-100-220

$4,999

120'W (5 posts)

140-100-240

$4,699

180'W (7 posts)

140-100-230

$6,899

180'W (7 posts)

140-100-250

$6,495
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If a ball leaves the field, it’s a problem.
Protect spectators and property. Adjacent sports fields, parking lots, concession areas, roadways … they all benefit from
netting that keeps balls in the yard. Just like our TUFFframe batting cages, these net systems are as tough as they come.

60'W x 20'H soccer barrier net.

120'W x 20'H soccer barrier net.

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

Get exactly what you need.
Contact us to discuss back-up nets for
needs such as behind football goal posts.

1 Easily customized to your needs.
2 Heavy-duty schedule 40
steel pipes and superior net.
3 Vertical cables stabilize netting.
4 Proprietary tensioning
system reduces net sag.

5 No ladders raise & lower
from the ground.

 Combination Barrier Net Systems
Perfect for fields that host multiple sports. The wider, shorter
12' of netting is 1.5" mesh net. The taller portion’s upper 8'
is 4" mesh net.
60'W (3 posts)

140-100-620

$3,495

90'W (4 posts)

140-100-630

$3,995

120'W (5 posts)

140-100-640

$4,995

180'W (7 posts)

140-100-650

$6,795

NOTE: Due to the ability to lower these nets quickly and easily, these barrier net systems are rated to a maximum wind
speed of 80 mph for the soccer systems and 70 mph for the lacrosse systems. We can design systems to meet higher
wind load ratings as necessary — both hoistable and permanent. Please call us with your requirements.
Be sure you know the wind load rating for any barrier net system you are considering.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Beacon Backstop Wall System with custom printed Wood-less Wall Pads, In-Line Backstop Net System and custom printed backside banner

What all backstop walls aspire to be.
We’ve reimagined how backstop walls and
padding should work. The typical concrete or
brick backstop is expensive and uses heavy pads that
eventually warp. Our backstops fix that. Here’s how it
works: poles are set, treated planks are added using
slide-over post brackets, and our lightweight wood-less
no-warp pads are secured. Add an optional backside
banner for team or sponsor branding and you have a
the perfect backstop solution. You’ll absolutely love the
way it looks. Contact us today a tailored solution.

Slide-over
post bracket

 Standard Modular Wall Kits Call for custom options
Baseball 3'H wall (48' x 48' x 48')

145-100-120

$5,999

Softball 3'H wall (32' x 32' x 32')

145-100-125

$4,329

Wood-less
padding

Optional
backside banner
Treated planks
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Learn more about our wall systems at beacon.cx/BWS-01
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No-warping and 85% lighter, too.
So, what’s their secret? Wood-less pads. Remove the plywood backing and you remove most of the weight.
Built to work with our Backstop Wall Systems, these smart pads will not warp and are super easy to remove for storage.

Mounting brackets

It seems so obvious now. Plywood
is prone to warp. So, remove plywood backing
from wall padding and there you go — no warping.
Beacon’s innovative wood-less padding features
high-density 2" safety foam fully enclosed in printable
18oz laminate. Without the wood backing, they’re super lightweight
and that makes them super easy to mount and remove for storing.
Designed for using with the Beacon Backstop Wall System.
 Wood-less Backstop Padding 145-100-100 Call for pricing

Full-width
support batten

We love these quick-change panels.
These pads are easy to swap out we can remove them
entirely in the offseason. Wood-less pads really
look great and are very easy to install.”

Lightweight
wood-less pad

— Joe Bolen, Director, Louisville Slugger Sports Complex

Velcro®
plate

A closer look…

Random Lake High School (IL) needed a quality but cost-effective backstop

Slide-over post brackets are added over
wall posts and pressure treated wood
planks are mounted to custom hardware.

Stainless steel mounting brackets and
Velcro wall plates are added in preparation for adding Wood-less Pads.

Full-length support battens hang on the
mounting brackets and the bottom edge
of the pads is secured to Velcro.

Pads in place, In-Line Backstop Net is
installed, anchored by the net cable running through the slide-over post bracket.

Lifting winch, top pulleys and support
cables make raising and lowering the
netting an easy task from the ground.

A backside banner is the finishing touch.
A clean, finished look also presents team
branding and sponsorship opportunities.

wall with padding and netting. Enter our integrated Backstop Wall System with Wood-less Pads and In-Line Backstop Netting.
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Padding makes fields more playable.
It’s an essential part of a safe playing field. Direct
collisions with walls is not the only concern. Get rid of
those ricochets and rebounds off passed balls and foul tips.
We have padding for all the areas players can come in contact
with. We’ll design your padding to be sized for straightfoward
installation and easy off-season removal. (See color options
on page 43.)
Contact us for a free consultation and estimate on
design-to-fit outdoor or indoor padding.

Custom printing for team branding or sponsorships.

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

1 High-density open-cell foam
core padding.

2 Heavy-duty UV-treated 18oz
vinyl laminated cover stock.

3 Available in 13 standard colors.
4 Can be screwed directly into
walls or hung with z-clips.

5 Custom printing available.
Padding for poles, walls, and backstops.
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Bring the padding (and safety) indoors.

Reduce risk with proper padding and make your fields more playable.
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Easy-to-order standard options.
We make it easy to pad your backstop. Standard heights of 2', 3', and 4' at widths between 6' and 12' are
available with or without custom printing for team branding or sponsorship. (Hi-res or vector digital files required.)

Color options for both design-to-fit or standard backstop padding
royal blue

carolina
blue

navy blue

purple

 PLAIN Standard Backstop Padding

burgundy

red

orange

yellow

kelly
green

 PRINTED Standard Backstop Padding

2'H x 6'W (9 lbs)

145-245-209

$145

2'H x 6'W (9 lbs)

145-245-329

$295

2'H x 8'W (13 lbs)

145-245-219

$155

2'H x 8'W (13 lb s) 145-245-339

$315

2'H x 10'W (15 lbs) 145-245-229

$185

2'H x 10'W (15 lbs) 145-245-349 $345

2'H x 12'W (20 lbs) 145-245-239

$225

2'H x 12'W (20 lbs) 145-245-359

$395

3'H x 6'W (12 lbs)

145-245-019

$185

3'H x 6'W (12 lbs)

145-245-249

$345

3'H x 8'W (16 lbs)

145-245-089 $265

3'H x 8'W (16 lbs)

145-245-259

$415

3'H x 10'W (20 lbs) 145-245-129

$275

3'H x 10'W (20 lbs) 145-245-269

$495

3'H x 12'W (24 lbs) 145-245-169

$315

3'H x 12'W (24 lbs) 145-245-279

$645

4'H x 6'W (15 lbs)

145-245-049

$235

4'H x 6'W (15 lbs)

145-245-289

$415

4'H x 8'W (20 lbs)

145-245-109

$275

4'H x 8'W (20 lbs)

145-245-299

$525

4'H x 10'W (25 lbs) 145-245-149

$345

4'H x 10'W (25 lbs) 145-245-309 $625

4'H x 12'W (30 lbs) 145-245-189

$395

4'H x 12'W (30 lbs) 145-245-319

$765

forest
green

tan

white

black

S TA N D A R D F E AT U R E S

1 Thick 2" foam.
2 Laminated 18oz vinyl cover stock.
3 Brass grommets on all sides
spaced 1' apart.

4 Custom printing available.

Ask us about EnviroSafe™ padding.
It’s 100% toxin-free, recyclable, fire
retardant and mold proof. It has
leachable chemicals and zero
VOCs or Off Gas.

Rubber Backstop Matting
An inexpensive way to protect players from deflections.
Constructed from extremely durable 3/8" thick heavy-duty
black rubber with brass grommets every 18" along the top
and bottom. Also helps prevent stretching and bending of
your backstop fence from balls repetitively hitting the fence.
 6'L x 4'H (55 lbs) 145-365-200 $89
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Clean, simple rail & post padding.
No bunches, crunches, or bumps. Rail and post
padding is available in kits or as individual 8' sections.
One-inch thick padding with 2" diameter (dugout netting not
included). Standard colors are green or black. Kit includes:
seven 4' sections and 29' roll of vinyl cover with 50 cable ties.
 Rail Padding Kits Contact us for custom printing options
Black padding (12 lbs)

145-100-010

$209

Maple Green padding (12 lbs)

145-100-040

$209

Custom color* padding (12 lbs)

145-100-050

$219

 Vinyl Cover Only Does not include padding or cable ties
Black padding (2 lbs)

145-100-060

$129

Maple Green padding (2 lbs)

145-100-090

$129

Custom color* padding (2 lbs)

145-100-080

$139

* NOTE: non-standard colors require quantity of 4 minimum.

Custom printing for team branding or sponsorships.

Dugout Net Kit
A do-it-yourself solution. Bring
protection to your dugout with the
special lock-stitch design that can be
cut to any size. Includes lacing twine.
 4'H x 50'L 120-100-100 $159
 6'H x 50'L 120-100-110 $229
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

Finish it off right.
Economy Fence Cap — Pre-slit poly tubing 4-½"DIA, fully
UV-protected. Get a FREE Fence Cap Zipper with 1,000' of
fence cap. 18" ties are UV-resistant. Ships via freight.
BRIGHT YELLOW

YELLOW

GREEN

BLACK

Fence Cap Zipper — Let someone else install it, right?
Bright Yellow 100' (30 lbs)

125-245-239

$115

Bright Yellow 250' (70 lbs)

125-245-229

$185

100 ties (1 lb)

125-245-029

$35

Yellow, Green, Black 100' (35 lbs)

125-515-249

$115

Yellow, Green, Black 250' (85 lbs)

125-515-259

$205

100 ties (1 lb)

125-515-029

$35

Not any more. This nifty little tool makes installation easy.
Just attach the powder-coated steel zipper, press the
cap down, and pull the cord to close the fence cap at the
bottom. Three people can install the
whole fence in minutes.
Demo video at beacon.cx/zipper
 125-100-640 (3 lbs) $55

Fence Guard — Heavy-duty, UV-resistant polyethylene.
Secured with ties through predrilled holes. Twelve 7'L sections
and 50 8"L ties per carton. Premium (3"W x 4-1/2"H x 8'L with
.10" material thickness) available in yellow, forest green, red, blue.
Standard (2-5/8"W x 4"H x 8'L with .07" material thickness)
available in yellow, forest green, red, blue, orange and white.

Safety Fence Top — Protection designed for easy installation

 Premium (42 lbs) 125-515-269 $205
 Standard (33 lbs) 125-515-409 $145

 Safety Yellow (25 lbs) 125-245-249 $125
 Other colors (25 lbs) 125-245-259 $155

and years of use. Install using predrilled holes and included
hog rings. Includes five 8' long sections. Comes in safety yellow
with UV stabilizers. Other available colors: red, green, royal
blue, brown, black, white. 2000' minimum for colors other than
safety yellow or black.
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Prefabricated & ready to assemble.
Rugged all-steel construction that arrives ready
to assemble. Standard sizes can be easily modified to fit
your unique site considerations. Roof panels are 26-gauge
galvanized metal and finished with one of the nine colors.
Powder coated steel support columns. 8' deep and 8' eave
height. Fencing & bench not included. Sold individually.
STEEL FRAME color options:


black

almond

red

burgundy brown

blue

navy

green

forest

METAL ROOF color options:


white

old gray

stone

mocha

barn red

cocoa

hawaiian

forest

galvalume

 NORTHERN Premium Team Dugouts handles snow loads
20'L x 8'H x 8'D

120-875-860

$7,695 ea

30'L x 8'H x 8'D

120-875-870

$9,495 ea

40'L x 8'H x 8'D

120-875-880

$10,995 ea

40-year warranty on Semcoat metal roof color finish.

 SOUTHERN Premium Team Dugouts
20'L x 8'H x 8'D

120-875-820

$5,995 ea

30'L x 8'H x 8'D

120-875-830

$7,895 ea

40'L x 8'H x 8'D

120-875-840

$9,495 ea
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Northern and
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Fast assembly only requires a small group.
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Steel-roof kits will bring players shelter.
These maintenance-free materials get players
out of the sun. They’re quick and they’re easy and
designed to meet International Building Code (IBC)
specifications for wind and snow load. They’re also adaptable
to masonry and concrete wall systems. Roof framing can be
powder-coat painted in several colors.
Consider wrapping these dugouts with chain link fence
fabric and windscreen panels in team colors (shown far right).
Contact us for printed team branding or sponsorship. Fencing
& bench not included. Minimum order of 2 dugouts.
Sold individually.
 PAINTED Roof-frame Team Dugouts
20'L x 10'D

120-405-029

$5,995 ea

30'L x 10'D

120-405-039

$8,495 ea

40'L x 10'D

120-405-049

$9,995 ea

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

1 Heavy-duty 3"OD schedule 40 galvanized steel
posts with 3" x 3" x 3/8" thick base plates.

 UNPAINTED Roof-frame Team Dugouts

2 29-gauge white powder-coated

20'L x 10'D

120-405-069

$4,895 ea

corrugated steel roof panels.

30'L x 10'D

120-405-079

$6,995 ea

40'L x 10'D

120-405-089

$7,995 ea

3 Corrosion-resistant hardware fasteners.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Don’t forget the Dugout Accessories.
Dugout Net Kit

See
page 44 for
Dugout
Rail Padding

Add protection to your
dugouts with do-it-yourself
net kit. The special lock-stitch
design allows these nets to be cut
to any size. Made in USA. Includes
lacing twine.
 4'H x 50'L 120-100-100 $159
 6'H x 50'L 120-100-110 $229

Battyshack Mounts easily to fence, holds
5 baseballs or 6 softballs and 12 bats.
Dry erase batting order card. 19" L
315-165-010 (4 lbs) $55

Ball Baby In-Fence Ball Return — Eliminate delays. Everyone will know

right where to return those foul balls and home runs. Safe return, no interruptions.
 Baseball 7" x 13" (3 lbs) 315-850-009 $89
 Softball 7" x 14" (3 lbs) 315-850-109 $89

Schutt Bat Rack 
Powder-coated steel bat holder
easily hooks to fence. Holds up to 10 bats.
315-675-059 (1 lbs) $19

Rubber Mat Non-skid 1/2" black rubber
made in the USA from 100% recycled
rubber products. 4' x 6'

Rubber Cleat Cleaner Great for the
mound, or on-deck circle. Portable or
permanent. 13" x 13"

Scrusher® Shoe and Cleat Cleaner 
Heavy-duty steel frame can be
permanently mounted in dugout.

270-365-200 (75 lbs) $99

315-905-010 (3 lbs) $19

315-220-049 (8 lbs) $79
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Foul Poles are an essential part of your field.
Professional

Collegiate

Collegiate Foul Poles
These high-quality foul poles feature 3½" OD
Schedule 40 steel tube uprights with 18"
wide expanded steel mesh utility wing.
Powder-coated colors are yellow, orange or
white. Also available as surface mount. Some
assembly required. Sold as pairs.

Standard:



Others:



 30'H (650 lbs/pair) 130-380-219 $2,819
 Ground sleeves for 30'
(36 lbs) 130-380-215 $395
 20'H (300 lbs/pair) 130-380-209 $1,429
 Ground sleeves for 20'
(24 lbs) 130-380-200 $365
 12'H (300 lbs/pair) 130-380-500 $999
 Ground sleeves for 12'
(18 lbs) 130-380-515 $285
Visit our website for Professional Foul Poles,
pricing for 20' pole starts at $2,595.

NCAA RULE 2, 2.12: As of 2018, foul poles on institutional softball fields shall be a minimum of 10' high and shall be either white or optic orange.

Standard Foul Poles
Poles for any budget. These optic yellow 3.5" OB 13-gauge
steel tube uprights include a highly visible 18" wide metal
wing. Direct-bury posts, grounds sleeves optional.
Some assembly required. Sold as pairs.
 20'H 12'H wing (362 lbs/pair) 130-765-069 $1,395
 15'H 8'H wing (242 lbs/pair) 130-765-129 $1,095
 12'H 6'H wing (220 lbs/pair) 130-765-139 $945
 Ground Sleeves pair (for 20') 130-765-079 $395
 Ground Sleeves pair (for 12' or 15') 130-765-109 $375

Let Babe Ruth know how far that called shot has to go…
Outfield Distance Markers
Standard

Vertical

Small

Big hitters want to know, right? These vinyl numerals with
vinyl banner material include brass grommets in each corner
and midpoint. Available in maple green, royal blue, red, navy,
gray, maroon, sky blue, purple, yellow, white, tan, black,
kelly green, and orange. Each banner weighs 2 lbs.
Specify banner color and numeral colors.
 Standard (38"H x 56"W) 24" numbers 160-245-019 $125
 Small (27"H x 36"W) 14" numbers 160-245-029 $105
 Vertical (56"H x 20"W) 12" numbers 160-245-039 $95
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PORTABLE

SURFACE

PERMANENT

Quality meets versatility.
Optional leg mounts for any field. These premium
aluminum benches have 10" wide seats. Aluminum
or painted team colors. 'Galvanized steel legs.
Mounting options: portable (shown), surface,
permanent. Standard length 15', visit our website
for 7.5' and 21' lengths.
Painted aluminum colors:



 Premium 15' Team Benches NO BACKRESTS

 Premium 15' Team Benches WITH BACKRESTS

Unpainted – portable (62 lbs)

115-765-739

$395

Unpainted – portable (106 lbs)

115-765-769

$565

Unpainted - surface (53 lbs)

115-765-749

$395

Unpainted - surface (100 lbs)

115-765-779

$565

Unpainted - permanent (59 lbs)

115-765-729

$395

Unpainted - permanent (102 lbs)

115-765-759

$565

Painted – portable (62 lbs)

115-765-169

$445

Painted – portable (106 lbs)

115-765-149

$725

Painted - surface (53 lbs)

115-765-139

$445

Painted - surface (100 lbs)

115-765-159

$725

Painted - permanent (59 lbs)

115-765-129

$445

Painted - permanent (102 lbs)

115-765-119

$725

Portable All-Aluminum
Team Benches
All-aluminum construction with 10" seats, with
or without backrests for these portable benches.
Ground anchors available for permanent or
surface mount.
 WITH BACKRESTS

 NO BACKRESTS
6'L – portable (42 lbs)

115-445-069

$295

6'L – portable (42 lbs)

115-445-049

$465

15'L - portable (90 lbs)

115-445-079

$495

15'L - portable (90 lbs)

115-445-059

$765

21'L - portable (125 lbs)

115-445-099

$645

21'L - portable (125 lbs)

115-445-089

$1,045
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Player Benches with Storage Shelf

 STANDARD ALUMINUM

No more messy dugout! The built-in 20" shelf keeps
things orderly, while players enjoy a comfortable
backrest bench. All-aluminum construction with 10"
wide seat plank. Choose from Aluminum or painted
team colors. Delivers unassembled with portable mount,
requires drilling holes in frame. 5-yr warranty.
Powder-coated color options:



7'6"L – 6 seats (80 lbs)

115-765-649

$565

15'L - 10 seats (150 lbs)

115-765-669

$965

21'L - 14 seats (206 lbs)

115-765-689

$1,295

 POWDER-COATED ALUMINUM
7'6"L – 6 seats (80 lbs)

115-765-659

$615

15'L - 10 seats (150 lbs)

115-765-679

$1,095

21'L - 14 seats (206 lbs)

115-765-699

$1,595

Dome

Hood

Flat

Scorer’s Table with Bench
Handy 18" table top, all aluminum construction.
7.5' x 10" anodized or powder coated aluminum seat.
Assembly required.
Powder-coated colors:



 Anodized aluminum 115-765-709 (66 lbs) $515
 Powder-coated aluminum 115-765-719 (66 lbs) $545

Stadium Series Logo Trash Receptacle
Customize with your team or company logo. Available
as a 10, 20, 35 or 55 gallon receptacle. Made of heavygauge steel with powder-coat finish. Available in 8 colors.
Choose from Dome top, Hood top, or Flat top.
Call for pricing.
Visit our website for all options at beacon.cx/SST-01
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The ‘JW Difference’ means quality.

JW Industries IBC-Compliant Bleachers

 Options below include aisles and risers, see more online.
3-rows, 19'W – 32 seats (388 lbs)

115-405-039

3-rows, 25'W – 44 seats (500 lbs)

115-405-049

$3,195

seating with high-quality, high-tensile aluminum alloy seat

3-rows, 31'W – 56 seats (614 lbs)

115-405-059

$3,895

planks and back rests. The lightweight aluminum construction

5-rows, 19'W – 52 seats (1,076 lbs)

115-405-069

$6,595

with galvanized steel bases is corrosion-resistant and

5-rows, 25'W – 72 seats (1,340 lbs)

115-405-079

$7,595

maintenance-free. More options online. 12-year warranty

5-rows, 31'W – 92 seats (1,605 lbs)

115-405-089

$8,495

10-rows, 19'W – 102 seats (2,282 lbs)

115-405-099

$12,295

10-rows, 25'W – 142 seats (2,841 lbs)

115-405-109

$14,595

10-rows, 31'W – 182 seats (3,393 lbs)

115-405-119

$16,295

IBC code-compliant in all 50 states. Also compliant with the
American Disabilities Act (ADA) for accessibility & integrated

 Powder-coated risers 115-405-219 (100' minimum) $8/ft

Risers colors:



$2,995

Aluminum Bleachers for any budget
Options from 2 rows to 10 rows. Bleachers are available with
10" single (below) or 20" double foot planks (view online).
Colored bleachers include colored seat planks only (contact us).
Be sure your selection is compliant with local building codes.
Some assembly required. More online. 5-yr warranty.
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3-rows, 15'W – 30 seats (207 lbs)

115-765-229

$1,295

3-rows, 21'W – 42 seats (283 lbs)

115-765-239

$1,595

3-rows, 27'W – 54 seats (359 lbs)

115-765-249

$2,095

5-rows, 15'W – 50 seats (810 lbs)

115-765-289

$3,195

5-rows, 21'W – 70 seats (1,058 lbs)

115-765-299

$4,195

5-rows, 27W' – 90 seats (1,340 lbs)

115-765-309

$5,195

2-rows, 4-rows, 8-rows, double foot planks, guardrails … see them at beacon.cx/BLC-01
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

NEW

Bleacher Defender has your back.
Stop dodging foul balls from adjacent fields with
Beacon’s new Bleacher Defender.
With protective screen overhead and behind your back, you
are safe from errant foul balls and you have the benefit of
shade. Our Tension Link Cable System reduces the risk of
failure due to high winds or snow.
Heavy-duty 4" steel powder-coated uprights. Cover material
constructed with high-density knitted polyethylene for
excellent longevity — if cut or torn, no unraveling. Contact us
for custom upright colors or material colors.


Standard material colors:   
Standard upright color:

 3-row Bleacher Defender 115-100-100 $3,450
 5-row Bleacher Defender 115-100-120 $3,950

Team branding or sponsorship can be added to the back.
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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D E S I G N-TO-F I T W I N D S C R E E N

We’ll get it right, and you’ll look amazing.
Correct sizing is absolutely critical. You see it all the time. A poorly-fitted windscreen not only looks bad, it gets in the
way when you’re maintaining your ballfield. We make sure your windscreen is sized correctly, uses the right materials for your
application and will stand up to the conditions of your location. The choices can be overwhelming. We’ll get it right for you.

Correctly sized

Incorrectly sized

Call us!
Let us do the legwork. Windscreen
doesn’t have to be confusing and difficult
to order. One of our seasoned field
experts will work with you to match the
optimum size, material, UV protection
and durability to your situation. The
result will be an aesthetically pleasing
windscreen that perfectly meets your
needs. 800-747-5985
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Team branding and custom printing is easier than you think.

12/4/18 12:56 PM

Windscreen printing made easy.
And it will make a noticeable difference. Even simple lettering can make an enormous impact on the professional look
of your facility. Our vinyl-coated windscreen is durable and comes in a wide range of team colors. Contact us about customized
windscreen to bring team branding or sponsorship opportunities for your facility.

1

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S

Send us your ideas.
Supply your vector
logo artwork or other
ideas. We’ll send you a
detailed drawing of your
windscreen for your approval.

1 Superior resistance
2 Vinyl coating is print-friendly
3 Available in 12 team colors

2

Review digital
proofs. With the
basic drawing
settled, a high-res
digital simulation shows
exactly what you can expect.

3

4 Brass grommets
ease installation

5 5-year warranty on
Premium Mesh

6 3-year warranty on
Install your windscreen. It’s quick an easy.
The result will be the envy of rival teams everywhere.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Quick-Fit Windscreen: When you need it fast.
Ready to ship in pre-cut 150' rolls. Need it fast? A
great solution is our ready-to-install knitted high-density
polyethylene windscreen. You’ll get maximum privacy and it
will not unravel, even if cut or torn.
The standard color is green, but multiple colors options
are available. These ready-to-go 150' sections are cut to fit
your 4', 6', or 8' fence. Hemmed and grommeted on top and
bottom. Contact us for custom sizes.

 Quick-fit Windscreen 150'W rolls

In-stock color:



for 4'H fence (3'8" exact height)

155-155-009

$199

for 6'H fence (5'8" exact height)

155-155-019

$239

for 8'H fence (7'8" exact height)

155-155-029

$299

4', 6', 8':



6' ONLY:



F E AT U R E S

1 Unmatched
90% privacy

2 Knitted material
will not unravel

3 Sturdy double-stitched
3-ply hem

4 Brass grommets
ease installation

56
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Check our website for our complete innovation chronology.
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ExtremeScreen for extreme conditions.
The solution for extreme wind and sun.
ExtremeScreen is highly durable knitted polyethylene fabric
that is extremely durable in wind and highly-resistant to
fading so it’ll look great for years to come. It creates less wind
load on your fence and carries a 7-year warranty.



6' ONLY:

1 Major reduction in wind whipping
2 Fewer broken fasteners, no loose or flapping screens
3 No vinyl coating means no surface cracking or peeling

Contact us to order and for custom printing.
4', 6', 8':

H I G H L I G H T E D F E AT U R E S



4 Print custom graphics directly on ExtremeScreen

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Communicate and reduce the hassles.
Many have learned this the hard way. A few signs can
eliminate some major headaches. Let everyone know
what they need to know. These long-lasting 1/2" thick
signs are made with recycled plastic material with
anti-fade UV inhibitors. See all of our standard signs
at beacon.cx/BSN-01.

No Soft Toss Into Fence 8" x 8"
 360-880-059 (9 lbs) $55

58
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Please Remember… (above) — This sign is the perfect
reminder for everyone. The competitive juices can
kick in, but don’t lose sight of these simple truths. This
sign is a conversation starter, too, which is even more
powerful. 29" x 15.5"
 Please remember sign 360-880-089 (15 lbs) $85

Park at Your Own Risk 11.5" x 11.5"
 360-880-069 (9 lbs) $65

Please Keep Off the Field 15.5" x 8"
 360-880-079 (12 lbs) $55

Custom signs are no problem. Contact us to get the exact sign you need.

12/4/18 12:57 PM

Your facility is unique, so make it your own.
We’re here to help. Call us and we’ll help you bring the right message with a custom sign. Our standard signs cover a ton
of common themes, but not everything. When you want to get something specific across, contact us and we’ll make it happen.

C U S T O M

S I G N S

More standard signs available online… visit beacon.cx/BSN-01.
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Above-Ground

In-Ground

Portable fence brings maximum flexibilty.
Our Grand Slam temporary fences give you options, especially during tournament season.
These 4' high fences come with a bright yellow top hem. They’re available as home run fence kits sized to your
preferred home run distance, or as individual sections. Installation is as easy as just sliding
the poles through the fabric loops and clipping them to the top hem.
IN-GROUND Grand Slam Fencing — Install with included poles
or speed up setup and removal with Optional Ground Sockets.
After take down, just roll up the 4'H fence (keep poles in place)
and you're ready for an even faster setup next time. Available in
green, blue, or red. Poles and FREE auger included.

ABOVE-GROUND Grand Slam Fencing — Versatile 4'H portable
fence systems for natural or synthetic turf, asphalt or concrete.
Easy setup with a weighted base. Home Run Kits determined by
how far you want the fence from home plate, or get individual
sections. Available in green, blue, or red. Poles included.

 200' Home Run Fence 125-245-349 $795
 300' Home Run Fence 125-245-359 $1,195

 200' Home Run Fence 125-245-779 (670 lbs) $2,595
 300' Home Run Fence 125-245-789 (1,005 lbs) $3,695

 50' Section (6 poles) 125-245-529 $165
 100' Section (11 poles) 125-245-469 $275
 150' Section (16 poles) 125-245-499 $365

 50' Section (6 poles) 125-245-739 (110 lbs) $595
 100' Section (11 poles) 125-245-749 (230 lbs) $995
 150' Section (16 poles) 125-245-759 (330 lbs) $1,295

 Optional Ground Sockets
for 200' HR (33) 125-245-369 $249
for 300' HR (49) 125-245-379 $319
for 50' section (6) 125-245-109 $69
for 100' section (11) 125-245-119 $99
for 150' section (16) 125-245-129 $159

fencing

3 14

300' Kit

' of fencing

200' Kit
20
0

e

e

lin

lin

l
ou
'f

l
ou
'f

0

 Ground Socket Auger — Speed installation with this
18" auger (shown below). 125-245-419 (6 lbs) $45

' of
471

30

 Additional Poles 125-245-729 $29

How much fencing comes with a Home Run Kit?

EASY SETUP AND TAKE DOWN with In-Ground Fences

Insert poles through loops.
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Latch fabric to top cap.

Mark & drill holes.

Insert poles in holes.

Roll up for storage.

Home run kits give you the right amount of outfield fence for the distance you want.
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Pole pockets add convenience.
Grand Slam Fence with POLE POCKETS
Super easy setup. Just slide the poles through the vinyl
pockets sewn in at 10' intervals. Home run kits include
330' measuring tape. Add optional ground sockets for even
faster removal and setup. Available in green, red, or blue.
Poles and FREE auger included.
 200' Home Run Fence 125-245-549 $1,195
 300' Home Run Fence 125-245-569 $1,995
 50' Section (6 poles) 125-245-339 $295
 100' Section (11 poles) 125-245-329 $495
 150' Section (16 poles) 125-245-309 $595
 Optional Ground Sockets
for 200' HR (33) 125-245-369 $249
for 300' HR (49) 125-245-379 $319
for 50' section (6) 125-245-109 $69
for 100' section (11) 125-245-119 $99
for 150' section (16) 125-245-129 $159
 Additional Poles 125-245-439 $19

Grand Slam Foul Pole Kit

Ask us about…
Grand Slam Outfield
Distance Banners
They can be sewn directly
into to your home run fence.
Fits any Grand Slam Home
Run Fence Kit.

Finish off your outfield
with this 8'H foul pole
made specifically for
Grand Slam In-Ground
Fences. The kit includes:
two 8' yellow foam foul
poles; two PVC reinforcing
poles to attach to fence
end poles; two ground
sockets; six 19' yellow tie
wraps for attachment.
 130-245-100 $199

Define, divide or configure with SportPanel.®

SportPanel® Portable Fence is great for outfield fencing,
dividing fields and configuring space. The folding TechnoTip™
elbow joint system let's the panel safely collapse upon impact,
and the “on/off” feature prevents premature panel tip over.
Sections stack neatly and compactly. Durable white PVC pipe
heavy-duty plastic mesh. Panels connect with weather-resistant
foam for easy installation & teardown. Includes one weatherresistant foam connector and two anchoring wickets. Meets
ASTM 8 Safety Specifications. Each panel 4'H x 10'6"L.
 White interior mesh 125-685-149 (22 lbs) $175

 Black interior mesh 125-685-179 (22 lbs) $195

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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The cure for lugging tarps around.
Few jobs are as annoying as dragging tarps all over.
The Beacon Tarp Cart™ is a much easier solution.
Store and transport up to four area tarps, then use
either field weights or tarp pins to hold them in place.
Move tarps by hand or by hitching to your tractor.
The Field Weights model includes 36 field weights and
is a versatile option over heavier weighted tarps. The
swivel as you raise and lower the cart to keep pins from

 Tarp Cart w/Field Weights
Comes with 36 field weights.
Tarps sold separately.

 Tarp Cart w/Pin Holders
Tarp pins not included.
Tarps sold separately.

falling out. You really can have it all on one handy cart.

270-100-010 (300 lbs) $949

270-100-040 (64 lbs) $629

economical Pin Holders model has pin holders that

We save time every day. The Tarp Cart
Save 10% on area tarps! Purchase

lets us store our tarps right next to the dugouts, and
that’s super convenient. Compared with the old sand bags
we used to work with, the rubber field weights
are much easier and cleaner.”
— Frank Ryan, head coach Millard West HS, Omaha, NE
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See
page 68 for

Tarp Pins &
accessories

a Tarp Cart and you’ll save 10% off
the regular area tarp price.
Go to page 64 for Area Tarps.

Go to page 82 for info about using Field Weights for adjusting nail drags.
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

They’re worth their weight in ease.
Finally, a better way. Sand bags can break. Tarp
pins are prone to getting lost. Weighted tarps are
cumbersome to move around. Beacon Field Weights™
are the smart alternative.
With an easy-carry handle, these 7 lb weights can be
carried several at a time, speeding tarp deployment.
They’re nearly indestructible, too.
But, as they say on infomercials… "That's not all!"
Securing tarps is only part of the story. Dial in the
weight of your field drags to current conditions using
field weights so you always have the right weight for
your drags. Two birds, one stone.
 Set of 4 Field Weights (28 lbs) 270-100-020 $75

SAVE 10% when you buy 5 or more 4-packs of field weights.

 See page 82 for Adjustable Weight Nail Drag, and page 85 for X-Drag with Field Weights.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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8oz Standard Hem 12' Mound Tarp

Lightweight or Weighted? Your call.

Tarp Pins &
accessories

Go light, but still stay tough. Or go heavy and say
goodbye to sand bags. Either way, Beacon-exclusive
FieldShield™ area tarps offer American made durability.
They feature ArmorKote surface coating which give
you abrasion and crack control, superior seam strength,
and better chemical resistance.
With standard hems you still get the durability without
the excessive weight. With weighted hems (next page)
you don't have to worry about sand bags or stakes.

See
page 68 for

18oz Standard Hem Area Tarps shown with custom printing.

 MOUND TARPS Standard Hem — stakes or field weights not included (number you’ll need is shown below)
Stakes

Field Weights

18oz heavyweight

BEACON EXCLUSIVE 8oz lightweight

10' for LL 6" mound

4-5

6

270-246-019 (4 lbs)

$85

270-245-379 (10 lbs)

$129

12' for Cal Ripken 8" mound

4-6

7

270-246-029 (6 lbs)

$99

270-245-129 (16 lbs)

$165

18' for HS-College-Pro 10" mound

6-9

12

270-246-039 (14 lbs)

$165

270-245-139 (36 lbs)

$295

 HOME PLATE AREA TARPS Standard Hem — stakes or field weights not included (number you’ll need is shown below)
Stakes

Field Weights

18oz heavyweight

BEACON EXCLUSIVE 8oz lightweight

20' for Youth home plate

7-10

14

270-246-049 (14 lbs)

$195

270-245-149 (45 lbs)

$365

26' for HS-College-Pro home plate

9-13

16

270-246-059 (16 lbs)

$325

270-245-159 (76 lbs)

$545

30' for Extended home plate

11-16

18

270-246-079 (18 lbs)

$435

270-245-169 (100 lbs)

$695
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Learn the art of Moisture Management at beacon.cx/GU5-01
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18oz Weighted Hem 26' Home Plate Area Tarp

Managing moisture is critical. Standard or weighted hem tarps each have their advantages…

Standard Hems are easy to handle but need to be held down.
 Colors for Standard or Weighted Hem…

8oz:

Weighted Hems feature a heavy chain sewn into the hem.

 top  bottom

18oz:



 MOUND TARPS Weighted Hem

Save 10%
when you buy
a Tarp Cart.
You’ll save
10% off
these prices.
See page 62 for
the Tarp Cart.

18oz heavyweight

BEACON EXCLUSIVE 8oz lightweight
10' for LL 6" mound

270-246-099 (20 lbs)

$189

270-245-499 (25 lbs)

$269

12' for Cal Ripken 8" mound

270-246-119 (28 lbs)

$249

270-245-009 (38 lbs)

$359

18' for HS-College-Pro 10" mound

270-246-129 (46 lbs)

$419

270-245-399 (68 lbs)

$569

 HOME PLATE AREA TARPS Weighted Hem
18oz heavyweight

BEACON EXCLUSIVE 8oz lightweight
20' for Youth home plate

270-246-139 (56 lbs)

$459

270-245-409 (84 lbs)

$679

26' for HS-College-Pro home plate

270-246-149 (68 lbs)

$659

270-245-419 (116 lbs)

$949

30' for Extended home plate

270-246-159 (78 lbs)

$849 270-245-429 (140 lbs)

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Skin tarp shown with optional base paths tarps

Leave it on without hurting your grass.
Skin Tarps — Manage the moisture in your infield skin for
extended periods without worry of smothering your grass.
Skin tarp is two pieces of 6oz woven polyethylene. Add
optional base paths tarps for maximum moisture management.
Sized for standard adult or youth infields (see standard
field sizes table below).

Adult skin tarp (520 lbs)

270-245-599

$3,695

Adult base paths 6' x 90' (50 lbs)

271-245-209

$349

Youth skin tarp (140 lbs)

270-245-579

$1,495

Youth base paths 6' x 60' (35 lbs)

271-245-229

$239

NOTE: Optional base paths tarps sold as pairs.

Plain and simple, these are just made better.

Approximate field sizes:

Full Infield Tarps — The entire perimeter is reinforced with 2" seatbelt
webbing providing 6,000 lb strength. Pull handles and grommets every
10' of the perimeter. Handles are secured with thick UV thread onto a ultra-high
tensile stress transfer. Now you know why they’re “just better”.

Little League = 100' x 100' (60' baselines)
Softball = 110' x 110' (60' baselines)
Adult Baseball = 170' x 170' (90' baselines)

 Full Infield Tarps woven polyethylene
6oz (white top, silver bottom)

7.5oz (white top, royal blue bottom)

90'

270-107-859 (450 lbs)

$1,995

270-107-179 (550 lbs)

$3,295

120'

270-107-819 (700 lbs)

$3,295

270-107-259 (860 lbs)

$4,695

160'

270-107-809 (1,200 lbs)

$5,795

270-107-869 (1,500 lbs)

$8,295

170'

270-107-789 (1,350 lbs)

$6,495

270-107-369 (1,650 lbs)

$9,245
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Check our all of our tarps at beacon.cx/TRP-01
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Batting practice can take a toll. Don’t let it.
Protect your field like the pros. These turf protectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use — even metal spikes.
Constructed with 14 oz extrusion vinyl-coated woven polyester cord with brass grommets. Custom printing available.
Premium Mesh Infield Turf Protectors
 15'D x 20'Wa x 50'Wb (48 lbs) 280-245-019 $489
 15'D x 26'Wa x 56'Wb (59 lbs) 280-245-029 $519
 20'D x 24'Wa x 64'Wb (82 lbs) 280-245-039 $659
 25'D x 20'Wa x 70'Wb (105 lbs) 280-245-319 $829
Standard:



Others:


WIDTH

b
TH

DEP

TH a

WID

Two pieces or three, these are definitely TurfSavrs.

50'

home plate

15'

20'

with infield

Next to & behind home plate, or all the way around.

TurfSavr Turf Protectors

These TurfSavr protectors are spike-proof and sized to fit a
standard 26' diameter turf cutout. The 14oz Premium Mesh
material has reinforced edges with grommets. Contact us for
additional sizes, or see below for custom protection.

 Home Plate only (115 lbs) 110-245-019 $1,065
 Home Plate with Infield (215 lbs) 110-245-229 $1,545
Standard:



Others:



Custom Turf Protectors
Fit your field the way you want to.
These customized protectors are used
in big league parks like Camden Yards
and minor league parks like Principal
Park, home of the Iowa Cubs (left).
Contact us for more information.

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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All the other tarp stuff you need.

TARP ACCESSORIES

Beacon Tarp Cart with Field Weights — Store and transport up
to four area tarps, then use either field weights or tarp pins to
hold them down. See page 62 for complete information.

Beacon Field Weights — Not only are these easy to handle 7lb
rubber weights great for holding down your tarps, you can also
adjust your field drags. See page 63 for complete information.

 270-100-010 (300 lbs) $949

 Set of 4 270-100-020 (28 lbs) $75

Vinyl Tarp Repair Kit —
Repairs vinyl tarps. Includes
vinyl patch material.

Tarp Repair Tape — For silver
or white 6 oz tarps. 60' roll of
3" tape.

Tarp Sandbags — Easy tarp
anchoring. 14" x 16" UV-treated polypropylene.

Pro Tarp Pins — 50 fluorescent orange pins you’ll never
lose in the grass. 5/16"

 270-245-619 $35

 270-245-609 $49

 25 bags 270-100-670 $19

 270-500-840 $119

Tarp Tube Storage Roller — Store up to 5 tarps on a single
roller. This double-walled plastic roller lets you more easily
move, roll up and store large tarps. 28" diameter
 20'L ships as one piece 270-245-099 (245 lbs) $725
 34'L ships in two pieces 270-245-119 (415 lbs) $1,175
 40'L ships in two pieces 270-245-389 (485 lbs) $1,345
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Tarp Tube Covers — Perfect for standard 28" diameter tubes.
Lightweight 6oz woven polyethylene available in silver/white,
heavyweight 18oz vinyl available in many colors. Contact us for
custom printing and custom lengths.
Lightweight 6oz
 20'L 270-245-329
 30'L 270-245-339
 34'L 270-245-349
 40'L 270-245-359

$115
$165
$175
$215

Heavyweight 18oz
 20'L 270-245-059
 30'L 270-245-069
 34'L 270-245-079
 40'L 270-245-089

$265
$375
$415
$475

Go online to see our full collection of tarp accessories: beacon.cx/TPA-01
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Without a doubt

the Streamliner’s efficiency reduced
our chalk costs. It’s consistency has really
improved the quality of our field prep.”
— Paul Roberts, Boys & Girls Club Sports, Kenosha, WI
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The Streamliner vs. The Competition
Field Tests Prove Typical Users Save 30-50% on Annual Field Chalk Costs
LINE QUALITY: The Streamliner was the clear winner.
Set to produce a 4" line over 50', the Streamliner produced
the most consistent line of the three dryline markers tested.

CAPACITY: Using 50 lbs of chalk, how far will it go?
Again, the Streamliner was the runaway winner. Each chalker
was set to a 4" line and used until all 50 lbs were exhausted.

621 ft

Unit #3

915 ft

Streamliner 70

463 ft

Unit #2
Unit #3

Streamliner 70

Unit #2

0

250'

500'
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Streamliner 70
NEW Streamliner 354
Streamliner 353

Meet the new kid.
Only a select few can call themselves ‘Streamliner’.
This newest addition to the Streamliner™ family has all the
legendary Streamliner features to go along with a
few operator-friendly improvements.

NEW

 Introducing the Streamliner 354. We’ve moved the drive
wheel from the back to the front, allowing you to simply lift the
front of the chalker off the ground to stop chalk flow. This is
especially handy when chalking shorter batters box lines.
 With clear visibility all the way down the handle shaft, you
can easily see your string line. Using the Streamliner 354’s
line guide you’ll watch the chalk drop right from the hopper
onto the baseline.
 The bicycle-style handle bar and four sturdy no-flat tires
will give you unmatched stability, letting you easily lay down
straighter lines than ever before.
 Streamliner 354 240-100-300 (45 lbs) $445
(Note: not compatible with Double-Play Aerosol Attachment)

The unobstructed view directly down to the string line guide.

Feature Videos
See the Streamliner features at
beacon.cx/STR-01
The 354’s ergonomic bicycle-style handle provides steady control.
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Learn how the Streamliner crushed the competition … Field Tests at beacon.cx/FCC-01
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You’ll get a perfect line every time.
F E AT U R E S o f 3 5 3 & 7 0

1 One-button retractable handle
makes it easy to store in
equipment boxes

2 Heavy-duty steel frame and
rugged molded poly hopper
withstand daily wear & tear

3 Quick changes between 2" & 4"
lines and variable flow control to
better monitor chalk usage

4 Rigid poly hopper reduces
bridging for more consistent lines

Streamliner 353 and Streamliner 70
The Streamliner has earned its best-in-the-industry reputation on the merits
of these two workhorses. The Streamliner 70 features the massive hopper with
70 lb chalk capacity and four no-flat tires for superior stability. The Streamliner 353
with its 3-wheel design brings nimble maneuverability to your field. Two legendary
models, one consistent result: better lines using less chalk.
 Streamliner 70 four-wheel, 70 lb capacity 240-100-190 (50 lbs) $445
 Streamliner 70 w/Double Play Aerosol Attachment 240-100-200 (55 lbs) $525
 Streamliner 353 three-wheel, 35 lb capacity 240-100-150 (31 lbs) $395
 Streamliner 353 w/Double Play Aerosol Attachment 240-100-170 (36 lbs) $475

5 Flexible brush agitator
improves chalk flow and delivers
steady chalk distribution
6 Optional refurbishing kits ensure
long-lasting performance

7 No-flat tires never need air and
roll with superior balance

Streamliner Refurbishing Kit
Already use a Streamliner? These kits provide everything you need to restore
your Streamliner to like-new condition. Works for all Streamliner models!
 240-100-500 (5 lbs) $99

Softball Pitcher’s Circle for Streamliner
No measuring and no need to scribe.
Just attach the cable to your Streamliner
and pin the other end to the front
center of the pitcher’s rubber. The cable
puts your Streamliner in position for a
perfect 8' radius softball pitching circle.
Streamliner 353, 354 or 70 required.
 240-100-040 (2 lbs) $29

Double-Play Aerosol Attachment

Sparkle No. 6 Field Chalk

As soon as you hit the outfield grass,
you’re good to go. Double-Play converts
your chalker on the fly into an aerosol
line sprayer. Fits Streamliner 353 or 70.

Beacon-exclusive for more than
50 years. Non-caustic line marking
compound with bright white color. The
premier field chalk. 40 bags/pallet.

 240-100-050 (5 lbs) $99

 240-393-080 (50 lbs) Call for pricing
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The only template you’ll need.
Get a perfect batter’s box every time. One template for any of three boxes — baseball, softball, youth baseball.

Triple Play Batter’s Box Template
It couldn't be simpler. Just align to home
plate, scribe the outline, and chalk it up.
Easy-to-use 3-in-1 template with ABS
tubing is lightweight and durable.
 201-100-100 (10 lbs) $145

BASEBALL
SOFTBALL
YOUTH BASEBALL

Foldable Batter’s Box Template
Easy-to-handle lightweight aluminum
frame folds in half for compact storage.
 4x6 Baseball 201-765-059 (11 lbs) $285
 3x7 Softball 201-765-069 (12 lbs) $265
 3x6 Youth BB 201-765-079 (10 lbs) $265

Template? Naaah, just connect the dots.
A different approach to field marking. This field marking system takes away the need for templates and tape measures.
Beacon Field Mark System

Installation tool

Zoomed at 150%

No template, no tape measures.
Just install these permanent marks
and you’re good to go. They won’t
interfere with play but the marks remain
noticeable for easy connect-the-dots
marking. Also great for soccer or football
field applications. System includes: 25
white marks (infield); 25 yellow marks
(outfield), and free installation tool.
 Field Mark System
230-100-200 (3 lbs) $49
 Replacement marks 25 white or yellow
230-100-230 (1 lbs) $25
 Replacement installation tool
230-100-220 (1 lbs) $29
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Pro Cord braided cotton
vs.
standard nylon

Strong. But stretchy enough to really ‘snap!’
Pro Cord String Winder — You need a string that will hold up, but also snap a really straight line.
This top of the line string winder keeps your cord from tangling and stores neatly away. The 500' highstrength, solid-braided cotton string line is thicker and more visible than typical nylon strings. That
means you can pull your line extremely tight and “snap” the cord to get the straightest line possible.
 Pro Cord String Winder 230-100-060 (3 lbs) $69

A premarked cord lets you easily mark your fields.
Line-Mate Field Layout Systems
For full details on each system,
visit beacon.cx/LMS-01
 Basic 500' cord only no marks
230-460-249 (12 lbs) $95

Each system includes: a windup reel with vinyl-coated cable
and polyester pre-marked cable, 1 hammer, 2 stakes.
 Baseball HS/Adult 230-460-189 (12 lbs) $129
 Baseball Little League 230-460-179 (12 lbs) $129
 Softball Slo-pitch ASA/USSA 230-460-209 (12 lbs) $129
 Softball HS/College 230-460-169 (12 lbs) $129
 Football cable only 230-460-159 (12 lbs) $199
 Soccer 3 cables, 3 stakes 230-460-199 (12 lbs) $249

Deluxe Fast Retrieve Measuring Tape
Ultra-fast rewind is three times as fast
with metal planetary gearing — no
more stripped gears. No stretch with
double-nylon coated steel blade.
High-visibility orange polycarbonate
case. Limited lifetime warranty.
 100' 230-430-080 (8 lbs) $69
 200' 230-430-100 (8 lbs) $119
 300' 230-430-120 (8 lbs) $159

Missile Marker Flexible markers won’t interfere with
play. Mark permanent locations without a tape
measure or templates.
Complete set includes:
installation tool, carbide drill
bit, 25 markers, instructions.
 Complete set
230-730-290 (2 lbs) $95
 25 markers
230-730-280 (1 lbs) $29
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FieldLazer delivers a longer lasting line.
Its airless technology sprays higher concentrations of paint giving you a brighter line with superior maneuverability.
 FieldLazer S100 215-330-029 (80 lbs) $2,495

Watch it in action: beacon.cx/FLZ-01

Fold-down handle for
easy transport in minivans, SUVs, and even
pickups with toppers.

High-efficiency Honda®
4-stroke engine is a lightweight, compact design
delivers superb fuel economy
and quiet operation.

Pre-set Automatic
Pressure Control is
factory set for straight
forward operation.

Easy Out Filter strains
paint to make tip clogging a thing of the past.

High-Performance Piston Pump
Job-proven long-life design.

Fully Adjustable Spray
Shields. No-tools-adjustment makes line width
changes fast and easy.
Stripe 2 to 12" lines in
a single pass.

Original container
siphoning eliminates the
hassle of cleaning tanks
and pots.

Removable Hand
Sprayer with 25'
Hose for no-tools
removal.

Powrliner weighs only 70 lbs.
Powrliner 850 Airless Sprayer is a simple, easy-to-use sprayer with a compact design.
Works on grass, turf, or pavement and can serve as a general purpose paint sprayer
as well for painting fences, buildings, etc. This airless piston line striper has a 37.7cc
4-stroke engine, removable LX-40 spray gun, 417 tip (4" pattern and .017" orifice)
for stenciling & painting with a 1/4" x 50" hose. Fits easily in most car trunks.
Designed to carry a 5-gallon pail of paint. Pail not included.
 215-805-019 (70 lbs ) $1,725
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8-hours of battery convenience.
Kombi Battery Operated Field Striper
Well-defined lines every time. Get a variety of line widths with the
“knib” attachment. No external mixing — paint and water disperses
immediately in the tank. Just flick a switch and clean water is drawn from
the rear tank through the nozzle to eliminate pump and nozzle blockages.
Use only Kombi Paint.  215-303-019 (70 lbs) $1,745

“We’ve used our Kombi since 2007 and it still works great.
We use the Kombi’s Superior paint and it gives us a top-notch
professional look at our Little League ballfields.
— Torrie Lindner, head groundskeeper West Madison Little League (WI)

Kombi Paint produces rain-resistant bright white lines even over poor surface
conditions. Easy to maintain with minimal settlement. 3 gallon drums
 Fastline Paint dilution rate up to 8:1
215-303-039 (44 lbs) $85

     215-303-049 (46 lbs) $135
 Superior Paint dilution rate up to 16:1
215-303-229 (44 lbs) $115

Aerosol vs. Bulk Paint What to consider…
AEROSOL PROS

BULK PAINT PROS

AEROSOL CONS

Great for volunteers to use

Low-cost, unlimited colors

Costs for aerosol will add up

Not meant for volunteers

Very portable

Formulated for turf

Cleaning is vital after each use

Compact, fits in any vehicle
No mixing means no cleaning

No propellants means
no damage to turf

Takes a lot of time to paint
large logos, end zones
Propellants can harm turf

Changes colors easily

Great for end zones and logos

Must have water available for
mixing and cleaning

FieldLazer S90 — Battery-powered
simplicity with high-pressure technology.
3-wheel maneuverability, adjustable
spray shields for windy
conditions, and the easy
clearing RAC 5 tip.
 215-330-019
(60 lbs) $1,295

Limited color choices

BULK PAINT CONS

Not as easy to transport

Professional Aerosol Striping Machine
Two angled aerosol spray cans spray at
the same time to cover both sides of
the grass blades. Smooth roll with allterrain wheels and wider axle base.
 215-960-100
(28 lbs) $219
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Exclusively dazzling field paint.
Beacon-exclusive Dazzeline Field Paint is available in concentrate or ready-to-use formulas.
Dazzeline
Field Marking Paint
Non-toxic paint sold in 5 gallon pails,
available only from Beacon Athletics.
 Concentrate water-based latex,
dilute up to 1:3 with water to make
your budget go further.
5-gal 210-350-070 (60 lbs) $79
 Ready-to-Use no mixing or diluting,
it comes ready to use.
5-gal 210-350-075 (60 lbs) $69
Contact us if ordering more than
11 pails (55 gal).

Depending upon your quantity, we will ship field paints by ground or freight to get you the best shipping rates available.

World Class Field Paint - Aerosol

World Class Field Paint - Premium

Goal Line Aerosol Paint

Bulk paint quality from an aerosol can.
The highest pigmented, lowest V.O.C.
aerosol paint on the market. And, it’s fast
drying, even in wet weather.

Brightest white concentrate on the
market, designed specifically for sports
turf. It’s just the best field marking paint
you can get. Turf-friendly, easy to mix
and made of 100% acrylic — no calcium
carbonate with more pigment than any
other paint. Concentrate can be diluted
up to 1:5 ratio. 24 pails per pallet.

Unique “T-valve” design is superior to
universal valves. Allows for 90° angle of
application to get you the most uniform
coverage possible. No mixing, minimum
cleanup. Twelve 18 oz cans per case.

 Case Twelve 20 oz cans per case
210-800-139 (18 lbs) $69


210-800-119 (18 lbs) $75

custom

 5-gallon pail (63 lbs)
210-800-149 $159

 Case 210-150-010 (19 lbs)

Contact us for other colors





Tracing pattern method means even
the most inexperienced painter can
get a professional look.
 265-800-949 Call for pricing
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1-20 cases: $59
21-53 cases: $56
54+ cases: $53*

 210-800-159 $165

World Class Stencils
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 Case 210-150-020 (19 lbs)

custom 1-20 cases: $65
custom 21-53 cases: $63
custom 54+ cases: $60*

* FREE SHIPPING when you order 54+

Looking for chalk? Contact us about our exclusive field chalk, Sparkle No. 6 …
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The complete paint system for artificial turf.
TempLine goes on easily, looks great and stands up to weather and wear. But you know what? It’s also easy to take off
when the time comes for removing logos or for sponsorship change-outs. Now, that’s a complete turf paint system.

TempLine Pregame Conditioner

TempLine Synthetic Turf Paints — They work as a team with TempLine
Removers (see below). No build-up and no texture — they won’t negatively impact
play. Original formula provides easy application with thorough coverage.
Fast Break formula are perfect for short-term events with frequent change overs.
Tuff formula amazing in harsh climates.
 Original Formula

 Fast Break Formula

 Tuff Formula

276-910-089 $119
 276-910-109 $179
Standard 276-910-099 $139

276-910-029 $105
 276-910-049 $149
Standard 276-910-039 $119

 276-910-079 $189

276-910-059 $149
Standard

276-910-069 $179

This is where you start for brand
new artificial turf installations.
This conditioner removes oils that
remain on the turf blades from
the production process. Proper
removal of these oils will improve
paint adhesion.
5-gallon 276-910-139 (52 lbs) $119

Standard TempLine Colors in addition to White and turf green.
Black

Blue 289

NFL Blue 286

NFL Red 186

Yellow 1225

Blue 654

Gray 429-430

Purple 267

Ravens Gold 117

Purple 268

Orange 021

Red 485

Blue 285

Blue 2925

Orange 166

Gray 428

Gray 432

Desert 465

Maroon 201

Pink 219

TempLine Paint Remover
 LV (Low Viscosity) 5-gallon Flows more easily through
application equipment or other low pressure mechanical
conditions. 276-910-129 (48 lbs) $89
 Gel 5-gallon Thicker formula for longer evaporation
periods. Best for hot, dry climates. 276-910-119 (45 lbs) $99
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Your giant turf paint erasers.
These TempLine turf cleaners have a simple purpose: remove paint & clean your synthetic turf. They both have rustresistant heavy-duty steel frames and turf-friendly pneumatic tires. And, their dependable Honda engines are nice and quiet.

TempLine Scrub Bug

TempLine Water Bug

Designed specifically for removing paint from synthetic turf.
This scrubbing machine features a counter-rotating 8" diameter
brushes ensures efficient and thorough agitation of paint from
both sides of each turf blade with minimum wear and tear.
Brush assembly can be located in front or either side
of machine. 4'L x 3' 6"W x 3' 6"H

Works in tandem with the Scrub Bug as it flushes turf paint
after scrubbing. High-pressure washing system also works on
track surfaces or concrete. Its 25-foot pressure hose extension,
wand, and interchangeable nozzles make the Water Bug a
versatile cleaning tool in hard-to-reach areas or areas without
ready access to water. 3' 9"L x 2' 10"W x 3' 3"H

 276-910-009 (288 lbs) Call for pricing

 276-910-019 (148 lbs) Call for pricing
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Rejuvenate those little rubber granules.
You don’t want to be overly aggressive. This synthetic turf groomer has just the right touch to get
your turf looking great again. Your turf fibers are repositioned for optimal wear and look better, too.

Go Groomer Go — This is what your turf needs. Four synthetic straight-line brushes with optional grooming tines disperse wear
patterns and reduce rubber compaction. Features multiple tine & brush settings and pneumatic tires, but no motors and no
hydraulics. Shown with optional Inline Safety Magnet.
 4.5' brush (250 lbs) 276-305-009 $2,095
 7' brush (270 lbs) 276-305-019 $2,295
 9' brush (290 lbs) 276-305-029 $2,645

 Optional 30" Inline Safety Magnet
(12 lbs) 276-305-339 $495

The Perfect Mound
This 10" adult mound meets all MLB specifications. The
mound comes apart in six pieces to easily lift and carry.
This makes it an easy 2-person assembly. 18' diameter and
10" slope includes 4-sided pitching rubber. NOTE: shipping
will vary depending upon destination — contact
us for shipping estimates. Available in brown or
clay. Go online for Youth 7" mound.
 330-920-019 (1,140 lbs) $13,695

Don’t forget the bases for artificial turf…
Soft Touch® T-Series Bases are designed for use on synthetic turf fields with a minimum turf depth of 1". Molded fingers beneath
bases firmly hold bases in place — no anchors or mounting system required. Not for use on low-pile carpet-like turf.

 Set of 3 15" Bases
301-693-459 (57 lbs) $679

 Orange 15" Base
301-693-499 (18 lbs) $229

 Home Plate
301-693-889 (6 lbs) $199

 Pitching Rubber
335-693-009 (4 lbs) $219

 Single 15" Base
301-693-489 (18 lbs) $269
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Look great all season, and no more painting.
Painting logos takes a lot of time and effort.
No more. Simply cut away the turfgrass,
lay in turf logo and secure with sod staples.
It couldn’t be easier, or look any better. For an
estimate just email your team logo (specify
color matching) and your desired size to
info@beaconathletics.com. Beacon Turf Logos
are not recommended for use on football fields.

We used to spend over $3,000
on paint and labor alone. But, the Beacon Turf Logo
takes no more effort than what it takes to re-sod an area.
Now, our logo looks great all season long.”
— Nicole Sherry, head groundskeeper, Baltimore Orioles
(formerly with the Trenton Thunder)

Artificial Turf: pre-cut kits
keep things simple.
3mm foam

These standard sizes will fit most batting
cages. See p 22 for hitting mats to further
extend the life of your turf. Contact us
for even more artificial turf options.

5mm foam

 INDOOR Turf Kits 15'W, polypropylene turf, foam backing
Baseball 72'L 36oz, 3mm foam (760 lbs)

110-340-329

Baseball 72'L 36oz, 5mm foam (930 lbs)
Softball 57'L 36oz, 3mm foam (603 lbs)
Softball 57'L 36oz, 5mm foam (737 lbs)
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$2,999

unitary

1mm rubber

 OUTDOOR Turf Kits 15'W, polypropylene turf, rubber backing
Baseball 72'L 36oz, unitary back (480 lbs) 110-340-369

$2,999

110-340-349 $4,099

Baseball 72'L 42oz, 1mm rubber (713 lbs)

110-340-389

$3,699

110-340-339

$2,599

Softball 57'L 36oz, unitary back (380 lbs)

110-340-379

$2,399

110-340-359

$3,299

Softball 57'L 42oz, 1mm rubber (565 lbs)

110-340-399

$2,999

Turf logos add a noticeable bit of awesome to any facility.
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These halos are Heaven sent.
Everyone knows the mound and home plate take a lot of abuse. These high-wear areas can take up a lot
of your maintenance time, but not when you protect them with our polypropylene monofilament foam backed turf halos.

Beacon TURF HALOS are the perfect way to keep your high-traffic areas
looking great all season long. They’re designed to blend in with closely
mowed turfgrass. Within just a few weeks of installation your natural
grass will grow around the edges leaving you with a great looking
consistent playing surface.
Home Plate Halo
Trimmed to a 1/2" turf length and featuring a 5mm impact
pad backing. Available in two standard configurations:
the semi-circle home plate halo (shown above), and semicircle with baseline wing extensions. Contact us for custom
lettering and team branding options. Custom sizes available.
 Adult 10' (no wings) 280-810-120 (1,200 lbs) $5,425
 Adult 10' with wings 280-810-130 (1,405 lbs) $6,495
 Youth 5' (no wings) 280-810-100 (600 lbs) $2,745
 Youth 5' with wings 280-810-110 (715 lbs) $3,495

Pitcher’s Mound Halo
Available as full-halo (above)
or half halo in front of mound.
Contact us for pricing.

9' mound radius
15'
Beacon Turf MOUND KITS
Your mound field turf will look great all
season long. Sod staples included.
 Adult 276-580-009 (200 lbs) $1,595
 Youth 276-580-039 (175 lbs) $1,395

5' radius
15'

ADULT
18'
15'

10'

YOUTH
10'

Beacon Turf COACH’S BOX KITS
Non-infill turf inlays with permanent lines
save you paint, chalk and labor. Sold as
pair, sod staples included.
 Adult 276-580-019 (140 lbs) $2,395
 Youth 276-580-029 (80 lbs) $1,495
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

Always be right with the do-it-all drag.
This drag system puts you in control. Use our patented
Field Weights to adjust to your field conditions with
just the right amount of drag every time. Then add a
cocoa mat or steel mat for a truly do-it-all, one-pass
drag. Includes 4 field weights (see p63) and tow chain.
 Adjustable Weight Nail Drag 205-100-340 (60 lbs) $425
 Adj Wt Nail Drag w/Steel Mat 205-100-320 (101 lbs) $535
 Adj Wt Nail Drag w/Cocoa Mat 205-100-330 (124 lbs) $579
 Replacement spikes (100-pack) 205-100-220 (7 lbs) $29

Beacon Drag Spiker — Perform daily light nail dragging all in
one motion. Includes skid plate, transport wheel kit and chain.
 Drag Spiker (only) 205-100-120 (87 lbs) $635
 Drag Spiker w/6x3 Steel Mat 205-100-150 (117 lbs) $859
 Drag Spiker w/6x4 Cocoa Mat 205-100-140 (117 lbs) $879

Add a steel mat drag for a cost-effective, one-pass solution.

Beacon Premium 5x3 Nail Drag — Built for aggressive,
punishing work. Welded steel for rigidity and durability.
Includes wheel, tongue transport kit (inset photo), and chain.
 5x3 Nail Drag 205-100-170 (118 lbs) $789
 Replacement spikes (125-pack) 205-100-230 (7 lbs) $39

 Replacement spikes (100-pack) 205-100-220 (7 lbs) $29
 Replacement Tow Chain for nail drags (10'L) 205-100-010 (7 lbs) $45
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FieldMaster shown with 3-pt hitch

Combine several tasks in one pass.
It’s called the ‘Fieldmaster Multi-Drag’ for a reason. There’s a lot going
on. The spring scarifier tines help loosen infield soil, the dual leveling
bar helps cut high spots and fill low spots. Then, a roller re-firms infield
materials before a broom finishes the job. Rear tray allows weight to be
added for better, more uniform soil penetration.
 4'W Fieldmaster w/3-pt hitch 205-305-379 (260 lbs) $2,765
 4'W Fieldmaster w/tow-behind 205-305-389 (285 lbs) $2,995
 6'W Fieldmaster w/3-pt hitch 205-305-399 (320 lbs) $3,095
 6'W Fieldmaster w/tow-behind 205-305-409 (345 lbs) $3,345

Fieldmaster shown with tow-behind bar.

Adjust angle and depth and never leave the driver’s seat.
No need for tools or fancy
electronics. You can adjust this
drag from the tractor seat with a
single hand. Just grab the crank
and adjust the angle and depth of
harrow teeth. You can even reverse
the cutting bar all from the driver’s
seat. Perfect for light utility vehicles
or ATVs. 3-year materials and
workmanship warranty.
4' wide grooming path.
 Dirt Medic
215-560-109 (245 lbs) $1,765
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It virtually floats across the infield.
The groundskeepers’ fave for decades. A professional
look without displacing topdressing. The leveling bar
cuts down, redistributes and levels out loose soil before
the Cocoa Mat glides across to make your infield skin
awesomely smoooooooooth… 6'W x 4'W
 Cocoa Mat w/Leveling Bar 205-100-060 (83 lbs) $465
 Cocoa Mat only 205-100-050 (64 lbs) $345

Natural fibers are the key to this essential grooming tool.

Cocoa Mat Hand Drag — The cocoa mat is perfect for
between inning touch ups. The 4'W is ideal for smoothing
baselines, cutouts, the home plate area and the mound.
Rope handle and steel lead bar included. Buy 5 and save $50!

Pro Rigid Steel Mat Drag — Designed by professional
groundskeepers, it’s perfect for pregame or between innings.
The leading edge levels while steel mat smooths with minimal
displacement. Minor assembly required. Buy 5 and save $50!

 6'W x 2'D 205-100-030 (36 lbs) $225
 4'W x 2'D 205-100-020 (25 lbs) $175

 6'W x 18"D 205-100-510 (49 lbs) $219
 4'W x 18"D 205-100-500 (38 lbs) $179

 SAVE $50 WHEN YOU BUY FIVE! Buy 5 of the same hand drag (6' or 4') and you’ll get $50 off your order.

Rigid Steel Mat Drag — More and more popular among groundskeepers, this
economical drag will be a go-to for between innings and game day prep. Rigidity
of the steel mat cuts down high spots and fills in low spots. Pull by hand or behind
a tractor. Minor assembly required. Buy 5 and save $50!
 6'W x 18"D 205-435-329 (36 lbs) $189
 4'W x 18"D 205-435-010 (25 lbs) $149
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Break up chunks, level out, redistribute.
The steel mat drag works no matter what type of material your infield skin is made of.
Add a leveling bar and now you’re really knocking down soil.

While the steel mat is flexible the lead bar brings
stiffness and strength while the optional leveling bar
really cuts down clumps. Perfect for grooming your infield. The
1" steel mesh is constructed from 3'8" thick galvanized steel ribbon.
Pull rope included for use as hand drag, chain not included.

Beacon Steel Mat Drag with Leveling Bar
 5'W x 3'D 205-100-080 (46 lbs) $325
 6'W x 3'D 205-100-090 (56 lbs) $315
 6'W x 6'D 205-100-110 (97 lbs) $465
 8'W x 6'D 205-100-100 (100 lbs) $695
Beacon Steel Mat Drag only (no leveling bar)

Leveling Bar only
 6'W 205-390-260 (15 lbs) $125
 8'W 205-390-270 (20 lbs) $165

 5'W x 3'D 205-100-290 (31 lbs) $215
 6'W x 3'D 205-100-300 (41 lbs) $245
 6'W x 6'D 205-100-250 (64 lbs) $325
 8'W x 6'D 205-100-310 (80 lbs) $555

Ideal for baselines, cutouts, home plate.
You have a 3'W or 2'W, depending upon where
you attach the rope. That means you can easily
fit down the baselines. Add the optional weight
kit and you can match your infield conditions
for optimum scarifying. Weight kit includes
four Field Weights and additional hardware.
Minor assembly.
Beacon X-Drag
 X-Drag only 205-100-160 (30 lbs) $285
 w/Weight Kit 205-100-165 (60 lbs) $355
 Field Weight Kit 270-100-030 (30 lbs) $125
 Replacement spikes 205-100-240 (4 lbs) $28
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No more aching back
or swollen hands.
We reinvented the tamp. This lightweight
ergonomic reboot of this classic tool is
just plain easier on your body. The handle
reduces return energy which minimizes
vibration. And, with 5° of articulation, the tamp plate
itself actually self-adjusts to always strike the ground
square. Better performance, zero recoil, no aching back.
Revolutionary interchangeable heads gives you the
perfect combo of coverage and force.

The Cleveland Indians grounds crew
considers the SweetSpot a versatile and valuable asset.
We love the flexibility we get from the interchangeable
heads and the cushioned grip is very comfortable.”
— Brandon Koehnke, head groundskeeper, Cleveland Indians
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Vibration is eliminated with self-adjusting articulation.

Save 10% when you buy the complete set:
handle and all four heads.
 SweetSpot Tamp Handle 220-100-060 (8 lbs) $75





4" x 6" tamp head 220-100-070 (4 lbs) $49
6" x 6" tamp head 220-100-080 (5 lbs) $55
8" x 8" tamp head 220-100-090 (8 lbs) $65
10" x 10" tamp head 220-100-100 (10 lbs) $69

Watch the SweetSpot in action at

beacon.cx/SST-01
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Put a sock on it so clay doesn’t stick.
Durable denim is the perfect cover for your SweetSpot.
Keeping clay from sticking to your tamp head will make you
more efficient and your tamp more effective.
 for 10" x 10" 220-780-020 $29
 for 8" x 8" 220-780-010 $29

 for 6" x 6" 220-780-040 $27
 for 4" x 6" 220-780-030 $27

Greaseable bearings keep them rolling
smooth & quiet.
Gandy Steel Rollers — Built to last with 11-gauge steel and
1" full-length steel axles. Easy to add water through the
2" diameter fill opening for maximum compaction power.
Tackle large square footage areas with multi-unit gangs.
Single rollers include push/tow handles.
 6' Gang
three 24" x 18" 220-315-170 (440 lbs, 923 w/water) $1,949
 12' Gangs
three 48" x 18" 220-315-180 (660 lbs, 1,766 w/water) $2,879
three 48" x 24" 220-315-190 (1,047 lbs, 3,100 w/water) $4,379

 24" x 18" 220-315-079 (74 lbs, 280 w/water) $645
 36" x 18" 220-315-089 (108 lbs, 434 w/water) $995
 48" x 18" 220-315-150 (138 lbs, 572 w/water) $1,049
 24" x 24" 220-315-160 (96 lbs, 488 w/water) $749
 48" x 24" 220-315-109 (244 lbs, 1,005 w/water) $1,525

Own the edges with three great options.

Atom Professional Edger

Infield Edger

Scuffle Hoe

Built for commercial use with hardened spring steel blades
for the toughest jobs. Fast and easy-to-use edger is ideal for
cutting mound circles, cutouts and other round cuts. Unique
wheelbarrow design is extremely maneuverable. To ensure your
safety, the 4-stoke Atom utilizes a safety throttle interlock, a
fully enclosed blade guard and a debris deflector. 220-677-039
(22 lbs) $729

Heavy-duty steel frame with
oak handle. Extra sharp
steel blade. 6" or 12" blade.
Replacement blades available.

Excellent for edging,
cultivating, aerating, and
weeding field turf.
5' L handle.

 6" blade
220-625-090 (26 lbs) $389

 220-525-220 (4 lbs) $39

 220-677-039 (22 lbs) $729

 12" blade
220-625-089 (27 lbs) $399

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

Totally take the guesswork out of it.
You’ll always get the correct slope. Pitcher’s count
on you being right. The Mound Slope Gauge is the
easiest way to make sure you’re doing it right. Easy to
setup and very easy to use with a handy PVC storage
container. Instructions and metal ruler included.
 Beacon Mound Slope Gauge 230-100-300 (10 lbs) $245

The ‘board on a stick’
will fix bad hops.
Infielders will definitely notice. The Beacon Level
Board smooths your infield like nothing else. The relief
angle on the backside of the cutting edge allows the board to
float easily for filling. When you need to cut, just pull the angle
forward to allow the stainless steel edge to dig in and cut down.
With a 54" wide blade, you’ll quickly level a lot of area.
 Beacon Level Board 220-100-140 (7 lbs) $165
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Watch the Level Board in action at

beacon.cx/LVB-01
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Perfect for getting around tight spots.
Excellent on the mound and up the baselines. It really
is the perfect finishing tool. Like it’s big brothers the
Cocoa Mat and Cocoa Mat Hand Drag (see page 84),
the natural fibers glide across your infield skin and is
perfect to maneuver in tight spots. 2'W x 18"D
 Cocoa Mop 220-100-020 (12 lbs) $105

Steel Mat Mop — Designed
specifically for grooming small
areas like the mound and baselines.
Heavy-duty aluminum handle with 24" x 18" steel mat drag.

Drag Broom — The best of both worlds. Get a broomed infield
finish from the 7'W leveling blade on one side, and 4-½"
polypropylene bristle broom on the other.
220-525-010 (15 lbs) $195

 220-100-030 (16 lbs) $115

Lip Broom — Get the
infield mix out of the grass
without tearing up the turf.
5" bristles, 24" head and
60" ergonomic aluminum
handle with gusseted
bracing system.
 220-525-190 (15 lbs) $65

Duo Broom — Great general
purpose broom, ideal for
concrete floors. Combination
of soft outside bristles
with stiff inside bristles.
60" ergonomic aluminum
handle, 24" or 36" width.
 24" 220-525-450 (5 lbs) $69
 36" 220-525-440 (5 lbs) $79

TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Double up your effectiveness.
You get double-duty out of these versatile rakes. Lightweight two-in-one rakes make you super efficient.

Lute Scarifying Rake — A leveling
blade on one side and small tooth,
small gap finishing blade on the
other. The lute end is basically a
straight edge that can be used
for grading and leveling. The fine
toothed scarifier side works particularly well on topdressing.

Double Play Rake — Use the
short teeth for breaking up
hard-packed clay and the long
teeth for general raking and wet clay. Its
66"L powder-coated aluminum handle with
5" vinyl grip provides extra comfort. Available
with 24" or 36" head with wrap-around braces.

 30" 220-355-100 (6 lbs) $99
 48" 220-355-200 (7 lbs) $109

 24" 220-525-240 (5 lbs) $65
 36" 220-525-360 (5 lbs) $75

NEW
Long tooth

Wooden Field Rake
Lighter and more
maneuverable than an
aluminum field rake, the
wooden field rake is a true
finesse tool for groundskeepers.
Includes 4 replacement teeth.
26"W, White Ash and Hickory.

Short tooth

Infield Grooming Rakes — Long-tooth and short-tooth
versions are a rugged rake head on one side with a
smoothing, leveling blade on the other. 33"W, 66" handle.

 26" Wooden Field Rake
220-925-100 (5 lbs) $109
 Replacement Teeth 6-pack
220-925-200 $9.50

 Long-tooth 220-525-160 (6 lbs) $69
 Short-tooth 220-525-210 (4 lbs) $69

Screening Rake — Jagged filler between
the teeth lets you sift out the unwanted.
66" handle.
 24" 220-525-270 (6 lbs) $79
 30" 220-525-280 (6 lbs) $85
 36" 220-525-200 (7 lbs) $89
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Sand Comb™ — Sifting rake with steel
mesh screen helps you prevent sliding
injuries from unwanted rocks and stones
in your infield. Adjustable 16" wide head
with a 60" steel handle.

Head Iron Rake w/Curved Tines —
Reduce lip build up and quickly shave
down high spots due to the sharp,
curved tines. 16" forged steel head with
3" tines, 66" hardwood handle.

 220-104-010 (6 lbs) $115

 220-525-390 (5 lbs) $55

Learn about uses for shovels & rakes at beacon.cx/GU1-01

12/4/18 1:28 PM

Sift rocks and clay chunks out of topdressing.
Scoop it and toss it. If you are removing debris that is left by your drag
or you have waste from mound or home plate repair, then this is your shovel.
Sift through the good material, toss the unwanted debris. This one-piece
polymolded shovel features a solid fiberglass reinforcing
core in the handle shaft. 14" x 17" head. 27" grip handle.
 Sifter Scoop Shovel 220-525-370 (4 lbs) $99

Sifter Shovel — Scoops and sifts waste while
leaving behind valuable topdressings on
the infield skin.
 220-525-030 (5 lbs) $69

Deluxe Overseed Enhancing Tool — Steel star wheels to
penetrate any compacted soil. Perfect for overseeding
wear areas on your field. Simply throw seed into wear
area and maneuver tool several times over seeded area.
Creates excellent seed-to-soil contact, critical for successful
germination. 66" heavy-duty aluminum handle, 9" head.
 220-100-010 (5 lbs) $115
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Get the right spreader for the job.

NEW

Having the right tool for your situation is critical. It’ll save you time and get you the result you’re after.
These Spyker brand spreaders will help you efficiently manage your turfgrass or infield topdressing. And, both will look great.

Spyker 120 Ride-On
Spreader
Your crew will love you.
This ride-on spreader with a
4.4HP Honda engine will save
physical wear and tear on your
staff. The extra-large singleport hopper gate allows for
larger materials to be used, like
top dressing or drying agent.
Top transport speed of 5 mph,
cruise speed of 3 mph during spreading.
 120 lb capacity 380-677-200 (320 lbs) $4,379

Spyker 120 Electric Spreader — Mount to your mower, ATV or
UTV. Powerful 12-volt DC motor with speed control within arms
reach delivers material faster. Fewer refills so you’re done quicker.

Spyker 175 Tow Spreader — Designed for big areas, like sports
fields. With a spread width of 12', this tow-behind workhorse is
a great option for taking care of your turfgrass.

 120 lb capacity 380-677-210 (42 lbs) $1,099

 175 lb capacity 380-677-230 (44 lbs) $369

Spyker ERGO-PRO Spreaders — Ergonomic
adjustable height handle, with bridge-free hopper
and up to 12' spreading width with calibrated
opening. More options available online.

See
page 100 for

Infield
Topdressings

 80 lb capacity, stainless steel frame
380-677-310 (51 lbs) $399

Spyker 36" Drop Spreader — Distribute seed,
fertilizer or even top dressing or drying agent
just where you want it. Side-by-side hopper
allows for 18" or 36" spreading width.
 380-677-220 (64 lbs) $499
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See all of our Spyker brand spreaders at beacon.cx/SPK-01
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GENERAL STORE
You never know what the next “emergency” will be.

But, you do know addressing it will likely require a few key
parts. Stock up now to avoid delays and make sure you have the items you need for making the inevitable emergency repair.

Repair cord & rope for netting & batting cages.
Brown Tarred Twisted Nylon — Repair
holes in batting cage nets and netted
backstops. Also used to lace nets to net
frames. Tar holds string in place.

Thin Tarred Cord — Repair holes in the
mesh portion of protective netting.
 1,296' spool 140-100-011 $29

 235' spool 140-100-010 $21

ProCord Cotton String Winder
Professional grade string line material,
highly visible in grass with good stretch.

Nylon Twisted Twine — Economical
nylon string winder cord. Thinner gauge
than ProCord with very little stretch.

 500' spool 230-100-020 $49

 500' spool 230-100-010 $18

Net Repair Kit
Comes with a 5' x 5' net panel with
1-7/8" mesh, needle with Tarred Cord,
and repair instructions. Arrives in a
handy Beacon pail.
 140-100-013 $39

Net Repair Needle — Net mesh repairs
made easy with this simple needle.
 One needle 140-100-012 $4

Buckets of hardware for nets & banners.

Standard

Heavy-duty

Snap Hooks Bucket
For hanging nets,
banners. ¼" zincplated, 2¼"L.

Bit Snaps Bucket
For hanging nets,
banners. ¼" zincplated, 2½"L.

 50 snap hooks
140-100-020 $39

 50 bit snaps
140-100-030 $25

 350 snap hooks
140-100-050 $234

 350 bit snaps
140-100-040 $150

Zip Ties

for fence cap
& windscreen

Heavy-Duty FENCE CAP Zip Ties
Nests into corrugated fence cap. Holds
up to 120 lbs. Also available in white.

Regular WINDSCREEN Zip Ties
For securing banners and windscreen.

50 black 120# 24" 125-115-010 $14.50

50 black 14" 125-115-040 $9.50
500 black 14" 125-115-041 $99

500 black 120# 24" 125-115-011 $95

 Heavy-duty Holds up to 120 lbs

 50 quick links
205-100-015 $79

UV-Resistant WINDSCREEN Zip Ties
For securing banners and windscreen.
 Heavy-duty Holds up to 120 lbs
100 black 8" 125-115-070 $10.50
3,000 black 8" 125-115-071 $285
 Standard Holds up to 50 lbs
100 black 7" 125-115-060 $5
10,000 black 7" 125-115-061 $365
100 black 14" 125-115-030 $9.50
10,000 black 14" 125-115-031 $695

THE ULTI MATE BALLFIELD RESOURCE
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Quick Links Bucket
For tow chains
or to connect to
backstops.
¼" wide jaw
zinc-plated, 2¾"L.
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NEW

Multiple ways to keep it clean.

Tool Box® towels and wipes will keep your facility nice & clean and looking as good as it should.

Z400 Big Grip Shop Towels

Z400 Shop Towel Big Grip Refill

Z400 Jumbo Roll Shop Towels

For medium duty use. Mounting bracket included for hanging on a wall. Case
quantity only. (2 buckets per case, 200 10" x 12" sheets/bucket)

Refill rolls (6) of our Z400 Shop Towel
wipers that fit into the Z400 Big Grip
Bucket. Case quantity only. (6 rolls/case,
200 - 10" x 12" sheets/refill)

Largest roll of shop towels. Fits either
the Floor Stand Jumbo Roll Dispenser or
the Wall Mount Jumbo Roll Dispenser.
1 roll per case. (692 12.5" x 12" sheets/roll)

 800-940-120 (8 lbs) $42

 800-940-110 (21 lbs) $79

 800-940-100 (12 lbs) $62

Floor Stand
Jumbo Roll
Dispenser
T800 Jumbo Roll Shop Towels

Wall Mount Jumbo Dispenser

Built for the tougher, more abrasive jobs.
Virtually lint-free. (1 roll/case, 475 12.5" x 13" sheets/roll)

Comes with mounting hardware to easily
store and dispense wipes as needed.
 800-940-130 (5 lbs) $69

Easily stores and
dispenses wipes
as needed.
 800-940-170
(6 lbs) $85

 800-940-140 (13 lbs) $79

T800 Double-Take Wipers

Grab N’ Scrub Wipes

Shop Tough Hand Soap

Extra-large, extra tough wipes
that are perfect for those
really big messy jobs. One or
two towels to be dispensed
at one time. Towels are
practically lint-free. Sold in
case quantities only. (2 boxes/
cs, 140 9.5” x 16.5” sheets/box)

Pre-moistened wipes with
a non-scratching scrubbing
texture. A degreaser cuts
through oil, tar, grease,
paint, lubricants, adhesives
and more. Sold only in case
quantities. (4 buckets/cs,
130 sheets/bucket)

Industrial hand cleaner
removes dirt, grease, resin,
paint and more. The siliconefree soap contains fine-ground
pumice for the extra tough
jobs. Use with or without water.
Sold in case quantities only.
(4 one-gallon jugs/cs)

 800-940-190 (8 lbs) $59

 800-940-160 (16 lbs) $89

 800-940-150 (38 lbs) $99
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DuraSoak Series Absorbent
Pads
Medium-duty absorbent pads
made with 60% recycled shop
towel fibers. Absorb water, oil,
grease, and many other fluids.
Class A fire retardant when dry.
Sold in case quantities only.
(15" x 19", 100 pads/cs)
 800-940-180 (16 lbs) $79

A clean workplace gives everyone confidence things are being done the right way.

12/4/18 1:39 PM

“You gotta take care
of your crew.”

Safety matters.
Take it from some of our
most-seasoned veterans,
making sure your crew is able
to do their jobs in a way that is
smart and safe is not only good for
them, it can help make everyone
more productive.

OSHA recommends all outside workers be
protected from all environmental hazards.

On the following pages, you’ll find many safety and productivity-related products.
From various gloves and eye protection to repellents and sunscreens, we’re looking out for you.

THE ULTI MATE BALLFIELD RESOURCE
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NEW

It’s about way more than not getting dirty.
Gloves can make a real difference. Each brings a unique set of features that will actually save wear & tear on your body.

Youngstown Anti-Vibe XT

Youngstown Titan XT

From tamping clay to operating tools or equipment with high
vibration factors, these gloves provide vibration absorbing
padding. The 360-degree wrist wrap supports and relieves
tension up the arm, elbow and shoulder. Raised double knuckle
protection on the top of the hand for added safety.

Designed for total hand protection. It’s impact resistant,
anti-vibration and highly visible. Top of the hand features
impact protection against bumps, pinches and smashes yet
retains finger movement. The palm side features the same
anti-vibration padding as the Anti-Vibe work gloves.

 S – XXL 800-935-109 $30

 S – XXL 800-935-349 $36

 SAVE WHEN YOU BUY SIX! Buy 6 of the same style gloves and you’ll save 10%.

Youngstown Pro XT

Youngstown Tradesman Plus

Youngstown Carpenter Plus

Triple-layered palm, non-slip
reinforcement and double knuckle
protection on the top of the hand with
terry cloth thumb stitched in for wiping
away sweat. Machine washable.

Special fabric on the tip of the index,
middle and thumb allows for use
of touchscreen electronic devices.
Breathable fabric with internal knuckle
protection. Machine washable.

Ultimate dexterity thanks to shortened
index, middle and thumb fingers. Ideal
for those more detailed work — also use
touchscreen electronics without removing
your gloves. Machine washable.

 S – XXL 800-935-229 $29

 S – XXL 800-935-289 $19

 S – XXL 800-935-169 $25
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Order your specialty safety gloves today at beacon.cx/GLV-01
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NEW

Looking at sun exposure in a new light.
Safety glasses should offer UV protection as well. These glasses do just that to help you with constant sun exposure.
All of these protective eyewear options will provide 99.9% protection from UVA/UVB/UVC rays.

Edge Eyewear Brazeau Polarized Copper Driving Lens

Edge Eyewear Kazbeck Aqua Precision Blue Polarized Lens

Your surroundings will appear brighter and sharper due to a
special blue light filtering process which gives the user greater
depth perception. Yet these glasses only let a stingy 8% of light
through the lens. You won’t find any better comfort and eye/sun
protection then from this pair of safety glasses.

NASA-developed “Aqua Precision” technology provides
greater contrast and clarity in the brightest of light conditions.
This pair of glasses has the best visibility while letting just 10% of
the light through the lens to your eyes. It offers the same top UV
protection for your eyes that the Edge Eyewear line is known for.

 800-930-170 $36

 800-930-160 $36
 SAVE WHEN YOU BUY SIX! Buy 6 of the same style glasses and you’ll save 10%.

Edge Eyewear Kazbek XL Mirror Lens

Edge Eyewear Zorge ‘Reader’ Safety Glasses

An extra-wide gloss black nylon frame design along with soft
temple tips make these comfortable for anyone. Mirrored lenses
only allow 12-13% light through to protect your eyes all day long.

Safety glasses that provide a little help reading. Three clear
bifocal “reader” options provide magnification in the lower
portion of your visual field. The polarized smoke lenses let only
16% of the light in. Soft temples provide added comfort.

 Silver Mirror Lens 800-930-140 $18
 Blue Mirror Lens 800-930-150 $18

 Clear 1.5x 800-930-100 $12
 Clear 2.0x 800-930-110 $12

 Clear 2.5x 800-930-120 $12
 Smoke 2.0x 800-930-130 $36

THE ULTI MATE BALLFIELD RESOURCE
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NEW

Be smart on those sunny summer days.
Don’t forget the sunscreen! There are generations of groundskeepers who wish they had used a little more sunscreen.

SunX50 Sunscreen

SunX30+ Sunscreen

The strongest sunscreen (SPF 50) that is tough enough to stay
on in the most rigorous on-field conditions. SunX50 protects
against UVA and UVB exposure and is also Oxybenzone and
Paraben free.

Protect your field maintenance staff, and even players, coaches
and fans from the dangerous effects of sun exposure. SunX30+
SPF Broad Spectrum Sunscreen protects against UVA and UVB
exposure.

 Case of 12 4oz lotion bottles 800-945-390 $59
 Case of 300 lotion foil pack singles 800-945-410 $199
 Gallon Jug 800-945-400 $149

 Case of 12 4oz lotion bottles 800-945-310 $59
 Case of 300 lotion foil pack singles 800-945-330 $189
 Wall-mount Lotion Dispenser 800-945-350 $19

Also available: wall-mount lotion dispenser & refills

Also available: wall-mount foil pack dispenser 7 refills,
gallon jug; lip balm fish bowl dispenser

The Outdoor Skin Protection Kit
Take this sunscreen/anti-itch kit right out onto the field.
Crew members will be fully armed to battle the dangerous
environmental elements that they face each day. Kit has all the
basic skin protection needs inside. Zippered nylon softcase keeps
everything clean and clips to your belt loop. Crew members can
restock every morning. Includes: SunX30+ Sunscreen, BugX30,
IvyX Pre and Post Contact, BurnX Lite, Anti-Itch and hand
sanitizer. Protect your most valuable asset … Your crew.
 800-945-300 $16.50
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Send your crew out each day prepared to battle the challenges of your environment.
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NEW

Before you itch it… try to prevent it.

Various repellents and solutions protect you from environmental irritants, or help you better deal with them after exposure.
IvyX Pre-Contact Skin Solution

IvyX Post-Contact Skin Cleanser

Before contact, this will tighten skin pores
to help protect you. Apply to all exposed
skin. Dries quickly and is non-greasy while
providing effective protection from contact
with Poison Ivy, Oak and Sumac. Washes off
easily with soap and water.

After contact, this assists in the removal of
poisonous plant oils (Urushiol) found in Poison
Ivy, Oak and Sumac. Apply to exposed areas
within 1 hour of contact to reduce or eliminate
effects of exposure to these oils. Also use in
laundry to remove the oils from clothing.

 Case of 12 4oz gel bottles
800-945-240 $39
 Case of 300 towelette foil pack singles
800-945-270 $179

 Case of 12 4oz spray bottles
800-945-200 $65
 Case of 300 towelette foil pack singles
800-945-210 $129

Also available: wall-mount dispenser, gallon jug

Also available: wall-mount towelette dispenser,
gallon jug

Anti-Itch Itch Relief Gel

BurnX Lite Burn Gel

A topical analgesic skin protectant that helps
to stop the itch from Poison Ivy, Oak and
Sumac as well as insect bites and rashes by
blocking the histamine that causes itching.
Stops itching and reduces pain within
seconds after application

The perfect solution for sunburn, minor burns,
bug bites and minor skin irritations. The waterbased gel is Lidocain free and contains Aloe
Vera, vitamins A and E, tee tree, menthol and
spearmint oil, all combining for a tropical
cooling feeling.

 Case of 12 6oz gel bottles
800-945-100 $99

 Case of 12 4oz spray bottles
800-945-170 $29
 Case of 300 gel foil pack singles
800-945-180 $115

BugX30 DEET Insect Repellent

BugX FREE Insect Repellent

StingX

Protect your crew from Zika, West Nile
and Lyme Disease. BugX30 is a nongreasy, low odor, water-based formula
that allows DEET to be released in a
more controlled manner for longer
lasting protection of up to 7 hrs.

An insect repellent without DEET? BugX
Free is an industrial strength, naturally
derived, plant based, DEET-free insect
repellent. This natural can be used when
face or neck protection is desired.

Relieves pain associated with common
bee, wasp and other biting insects and
begins the healing immediately. Just
remove the stinger and apply the pad
directly to the infected area. Contains
Benzocaine, the most effective painrelieving ingredient.

 Case of 12 4oz pump spray
800-945-110 (4 lbs) $89
Also available: foil towelette wipes &
dispenser

 Case of 12 4oz pump spray
800-945-140 (4 lbs) $79
Also available: foil towelette wipes &
dispenser

 50 pads in Fish Bowl Dispenser
800-945-290 (2 lbs) $19
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Engineered soils dial in just the right blend.
Now
shipping to

FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION: Most infield soils are mined from the ground

and screened off to a certain size, then sold as “infield soil” regardless of
ALL lower
its makeup — it basically is what it is. With DuraEdge, screening is just the
48 states
beginning. After harvesting, the raw materials are painstakingly tested
and a computer-guided blending process adjusts for precise results. The
DuraMixer blending plant mixes sand and clay at specified ratios for a properly
balanced engineered soil for your specific level of play. Contact us to learn more.

 DuraEdge™ CLASSIC Does not
require access to water to maintain
field. Designed for recreational fields
with low maintenance. Blend of 72%
sand, 12% silt, 16% clay.

 DuraEdge™ COLLEGIATE Perfect
for those who want a “tighter” playing
surface without a ton of maintenance.
Requires access to water to manage
moisture content of the infield. Blend of
67% sand, 15% silt, 18% clay.

 DuraEdge™ PROFESSIONAL
Creates a firm, corky professional level
playing surface. Requires access to
water to manage moisture content of
the infield. Blend of 60% sand, 18% silt,
22% clay.

TRAINING &

www.beaconath
letics.com

Sample ID:

Infield Mix
Analy

Senior Infield

Date Tested:

July 13 - 18,

Tested For:

ENT EXPERT

S

July 27, 2011

2011

Your Targe
t Specificatio

West Madiso
n Little League
Paul Zwaska
0
0

Phone:

FIELD EQUIPM

sis

n

-

Fax:

TEXTURE
ANALYSIS
% Sand:
% Silt:
% Clay:

45.4%
35.8%
18.8%

PROFESSIONAL
LEVEL
58% ‐ 62% Sand

Loam
= Your Soil

Sample

SCR (Silt/C

lay Ratio):

SAND FRAC
TION ANAL
Gravel

Very Coarse
Sand
Coarse Sand
Medium Sand
Fine Sand
Very Fine Sand
PROFESSIONAL
LEVEL
38% ‐ 45% Shall
Not Pass

1.9

#60 Sieve

LOW

Grain
Diam. (mm)
2+
1-2
0.5 - 1
0.25 - 0.5
0.10 - 0.25
0.05 - 0.10

Sieve
Number
10
18
35
60
140
270

INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL
45% ‐ 50% Shall
Not Pass #60
Sieve

SAND SHAP
E ANALYSIS

FOR EXISTING SOILS: Fix infields that are excessively
dusty, slippery-when-wet, or just too soft or too hard.
Begin with a soil test to determine the existing physical
characteristics of the soil. That will zero in on which
FieldSaver® product should be added to properly balance
the infield skin — all at a fraction of the cost of removing
soil and replacing it. Contact us to learn more.

IDEAL

ELEVAT ED

0.0 0.5 1.0

YSIS

Particle Size

= Optimum

Percent Sand
Fraction
3.1%
6.0%
6.6%
14.0%
15.1%
3.7%

HIGH

2.0

EXCESSIVE

3.0

4.0+

Percent Sand
NOT Passing
#60 Sieve

27%

RECREATIONAL
LEVEL
> 50% Shall Not
Pass #60 Sieve

Sand Shape

= Your Soil

Sample

Sphericity
= Low to High
Angularity
= Angular
to Well Rounde
d
8233 Forsythia
St. #120
Middleton, WI
53562
PH [800] 747-5985
FX [608] 836-0724

Infield Mix Soil Test — The first
step in effectively maintaining
or amending your field. Know what you are working with,
otherwise you’re just guessing. It’s crucial to know the
characteristics
of your soil. Results may take up to two weeks.
 Soil Test 220-100-250 $195 per sample
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Fixing your infield begins with a soil test to learn the characteristics of your soil.
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NEW

The dirt on Infield Soil Topdressings.

New in 2019: soil topdressing. Please note, we emphatically advise that you do NOT till these materials into
your infield soil. These products are at their peak performance when used as the very top (3/8") layer of your infield skin.
 The benefits of a topdressing layer include:

 ProSlide® Engineered Infield Topdressings from DuraEdge

● Creating a “mulch layer” that helps control moisture
content of the infield skin.

Expanded Shale will absorb a very small amount of water,

● Better moisture control means “truer hops” on ground balls.

allowing it to drain through to be absorbed by the infield soil
where you need moisture. Calcined Clay will absorb large

● Gives base runners the perfect sliding surface.

amounts of water. Many groundskeepers have found you’ll get

● Wet infield soils won’t stick to cleats.

the best result from blending the two types together. A ratio of

● Allows for quicker re-entry onto an infield after a rain event.

60-70% expanded shale to 30-40% calcined clay is a good place

● It’s just generally easier to maintain.

to start, adjusting from there to get the performance you want.

ALL TOPDRESSINGS are sold in pallet quantities only — 40 bags per pallet. Contact us for pricing.

Expanded Shale

Now
shipping to

ALL lower
48 states

ProSlide® Engineered Topdressings

 ProSlide® Classic 4x30 RED
Expanded Shale Topdressing

 ProSlide® Professional 6x30 BROWN
Expanded Shale Topdressing

 ProSlide® Professional 6x30 RED
Expanded Shale Topdressing

Recommended for recreational to
intermediate level. 4 x 30 gradation,
larger particle size.

Recommended for intermediate to
professional level. 6 x 30 gradation,
smaller particle size.

Recommended for intermediate to
professional level. 6 x 30 gradation,
smaller particle size.

Calcined Clay

ProSlide® Engineered Infield Conditioner

 FairBall™ Calcined Clay
Most economical option,
perfect for recreational
level. Widest distribution
of particle size.

 ProSlide® Professional
Calcined Clay

 ProSlide® Platinum
Calcined Clay

 ProDry®Calcined
Clay Conditioner

Blends well with expanded
shale topdressings. Narrower
range with a smaller top
end particle size.

One uniform particle
size for the smoothest,
most professional
performing infield possible.

Engineered to quickly
remove excess water.
Eliminates dust that annoy
fans and field crew.
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Now
shipping to

ALL lower
48 states

Different clays for different needs.
The higher the clay content, the more you reduce wear. Consider moisture-balanced, ready-to-use bagged
shredded clay for routine repair, and clay bricks for major renovation or new construction. Pallet quantities only, contact us for pricing.
HOW MUCH CLAY DO YOU NEED? See our interactive recommended amounts table for bagged or clay bricks at beacon.cx/CLY-01

NEW

 DuraPitch® Premium Mound Clay

 DuraPitch® Professional Mound Clay

 DuraPitch® Black Stick Mound Clay

A shredded reddish-brown with a clay
content of over 30%. Recommended for
recreational to intermediate.

Brownish-grey with a clay content of
50-70%. Requires more maintenance but
provides excellent footing for pitchers
and hitters. Suitable for all levels, from
recreational to professional.

Black, pure gumbo mound clay has the
ultimate clay content. Achieve extreme
soil density greatly limiting wear, given you
perform daily clay maintenance. Ready
to use out of the bag Recommended for
intermediate to professional.

 Unfired Beacon ProBrick
Excellent for construction or
renovation projects for mounds,
batter’s boxes and catcher’s boxes.
Each unfired solid brick is made of compacted gray
gumbo clay. Forklift needed for unloading.
4" x 8" x 2½" Call for pricing.
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Remember, a depth of 4" requires more clay than a 2¼" depth.
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The best fortification alternative.
Perfect when your maintenance time is limited. Jox Box® is designed to last several years without showing
significant wear. Players can dig in for solid footing without creating dug-in holes. Constructed of 2" thick porous crumb
rubber with a 3/4" artificial turf cover. Approved by ASA and USSSA for league and tournament play.
NOTE: higher levels of play or use of metal spikes may reduce life expectancy.

Deluxe Jox Box®
For both batter’s boxes with a home plate cutout. 8'W x 10'L.
Sold as pair.
 250-400-089 (525 lbs/pair) $1,195

Installed Jox Box® shown after top dressing.

Youth Deluxe Jox Box®

Original Jox Box®

Jox Box® Mound Wedge

For both batter’s boxes with a home plate
cutout. 7'W x 9'L. Sold as pair.

One for each batter’s box. 4'W x 8'L.
Sold as pair.

Single panel for front of pitching rubber.
4'9"W tapers to 3'W x 5'6"L.

 250-400-099 (458 lbs/pair) $1,095

 250-400-119 (385 lbs/pair) $995

 250-400-069 (135 lbs) $469

Easy, three-step installation.
1

DIG OUT a 3½" deep pit around
home plate, level it out, and
drop in Jox Box.

2

DROP IN the second piece and
tamp areas around Jox Box
(Deluxe shown).

3

COVER UP Jox Box with ½"
of top dressing and you’re
ready to play ball.
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Reinforcements have arrived.

Field Armor shown with 4x6 pair and 4x8 single

Field Armor panels save labor. You’ll get a consistent
playing surface around home plate and reduce the time it
takes to repair your batter’s box or pitching areas.
Installation is very straightforward. Just dig a pit around
home plate, lay in the Field Armor panels, and cover with top
dressing. Maintain with topdressing as you typically do.

 Field Armor Fortification Panels catcher’s panels available
Standard 4x8 single box (42 lbs)

250-108-029

$595

Standard 4x8 box pair (84 lbs)

250-108-039

$995

Economy 4x6 single box (28 lbs)

250-108-009

$465

Standard 4x6 box pair (56 lbs)

250-108-019

$795

Softball 2x8 pitching panel (28 lbs)

250-108-049

$445

 Beacon Porous Rubber
Batter’s Box Mats
Safe to use with plastic,
rubber or metal spikes.
Made from shredded
recycled tire rubber bound
together using a polyurethane binder. Each 7/8" thick mat
is 40" x 50" with beveled edges on three sides. Set of five
mats will cover both batter’s boxes and the catcher’s box.
 Single mat 250-400-149 (45 lbs) $139
SAVE 10% when you buy 5 or more!
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A little extra work installing mats can save you a ton of maintenance time all season.
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So simple, it’s hard to believe it works this well.
Beacon Puddle Sponge — Obviously, using a broom or squeegee to remove water from your infield skin is a bad idea.
But the Puddle Sponge removes water with minimal disturbance to your infield soil. Fast and effective, the hydrophilic
foam and filter make this a unique solution that sets it apart from other moisture removal options. Just press it firmly
on the puddle, soak it up, squeeze out the water in the grass and hang to dry. Sold as set of 3 (20" x 15" x 3").
 Set of 3 245-100-030 (5 lbs) $95

NEW

Big Gulp™ Ultra Max Plus Water Removal Pump — Smooth,
durable pumping action with a 35oz pump stroke and a 6'
ejection hose. MudGuard Filter helps reduce gritty soil from
damaging the pump. Easily disassembles for cleaning.

Super Sopper — Highly absorbent foam pad soaks up to ¾" of
water with each pass. Top roller presses water into the holding
tank which empties with a side drain elbow. Includes wheels for
transporting and easy storage.

 Big Gulp 245-950-100 (31 lbs) $119
100' hose available, contact us

 Super Sopper – Dolphin 2'W x 2'D roller, 14-gal tank
245-440-049 (62 lbs) $949

Heavy-Duty Roller Squeegee
Heavy-duty aluminum handle with 36"W seamless rollers.
Not recommended for use on infield skin areas.
 Absorbent (blue) 245-525-120 (7 lbs) $145
 Non-absorbent (black) 245-525-140 (7 lbs) $119
Replacement rollers available on our website.
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This symbol means
it’s Better-Built
by Beacon!

Firefighters know their nozzles.
So, we designed our Pro Shot nozzle after theirs. Firefighters need a dependable nozzle and so do you. Go from an
intense spray to a steady stream to a fine fog with one hand. It’s easy to adjust GPM for a soaking shower or for blasting out lips.
Pro Shot Hose Nozzle — Precision
machined with a 1" aluminum hose
nozzle that provides incredibly smooth
operation. Features a “flush” setting to
clear small particles and prevent them
from becoming lodged in the nozzle.
For 1" hose.
 225-385-420 $395

stream

Multi-Mist Irrigation Nozzle — Perfect
for pre-game infield watering. Includes 3
interchangeable misting tips so you can
fine-tune the droplet size and water flow.
Flow rate of 10-35 GPM. For 1" hose.

Multi-Purpose Constant Flow Nozzle
Great for hand watering applications.
From wide fog and straight stream at an
optimum flow rate of 35 GPM. Aluminum
and stainless steel. For 1" hose.

 225-425-300 (1 lb) $115

 225-425-360 (1 lb) $89
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fog

shower

SpotShot Nozzle — A 1" nozzle that
requires minimum of 15-30+ GPM.
Provides adjustable stream to fog spray.
For 1" hose.
 225-368-300 (1lb) $49

Save 10% on a nozzle when you buy a hose at the same time.
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When it comes to hoses, size matters.
A 1-inch diameter hose is the minimum. To apply to the infield skin, mound or home plate area, you need
a LOT of water. A larger hose that can deliver the volume of water you need will make you more efficient.

Buy a hose

Save 10%
on a nozzle

GH Field Hose — Handles working
pressure up to 150 psi. PVC inner tube
with a smooth cover of opaque green
PVC compound reinforced with hightensile yarn. Lightweight and ozone /
ultraviolet resistant.

Ultralite High Pressure Irrigation Hose
The 100-ft hose is only 18 lbs! Heavy
hoses take their toll, but with an abrasionresistant polyester cover and helical
interior to retain shape, this is just a
superior hose Working pressure is 300 psi.

ProFlex Hose — Our most durable and
longest lasting hose, looks and feels like
rubber but the PVC material adds great
durability. Long shank machined brass
fittings for professional performance.
Working pressure up to 150 psi.

 50' (1") 225-425-250 (15 lbs) $125
 100' (1") 225-425-260 (30 lbs) $199

 50' (1") 225-425-500 (10 lbs) $175
 100' (1") 225-425-100 (18 lbs) $275

 50' (1") 225-725-310 (22 lbs) $159
 100' (1") 225-725-260 (42 lbs) $259

See page 94 for hose repair kits and replacement washers. More irrigation tools at beacon.cx/IRR-01

Deluxe Quick Coupler Key
Ball valve eliminates pressurized
back spray when removing a
key from a quick coupler valve.
Assembly includes key, brass
swivel and ball valve. Available
in 1" only.

Reelcraft® Portable Hose Reel
and Cart — Abrasion-resistant
powder coat finish, smooth
rolling pneumatic tires. Hose not
included. 10' supply hose included.
 18" reel holds 100' of 1" hose
225-645-039 (89 lbs) $695

 225-100-180 ( 5 lbs) $159

Before you order coupler valves or
coupler keys: If you guess wrong on

Quick Coupler Key

Quick Coupler valve

size it will delay your project.
 Measuring Quick Coupler Keys: You
want to measure the outer diameter of
the base of the key — the portion that is
inserted into the quick coupler valve.
 Measuring Quick Coupler Valves:
Because the valve will receive the key,
you need to measure the inner diameter
where the key is to be inserted.
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Every MLB® team can’t be wrong, can they?
Jack Corbett™ bases have been used by MLB since 1939. These are the best design on the field —any field.
Developed by legendary baseball man Jack Corbett, these are the exclusive bases of MLB.
Original Hollywood Jack Corbett Base Set
With a tapered lip that virtually eliminates edge turn up, they
feature 1,200 lb tensile strength high-quality rubber to prevent
most cuts and tears. And, these workhorses are engineered
to withstand bad weather and harsh rays through ultraviolet
inhibitors. Add base jewels (below) for team branding or
sponsorship.
 Set of 3 bases no anchors (fits 1-1/2" anchor)
301-675-259 (34 lb) $205

Perfect for team branding or sponsorship.
Base Jewels for Jack Corbett Bases
Adds a professional touch for your team
or special event. Allow for 2-week lead
time. Standard jewels use your artwork.
Custom designs available. Must be
purchased with Jack Corbett Base Set.
 Set of 12 standard base jewels
301-675-949 (1 lb) $99
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Upload your artwork when you’re ordering Jack Corbett Base Jewels.
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Pro-style bases that’ll stand up to metal spikes.

Bolco Major League Style 175-MLB Base Set
Molded one-piece heavy rubber. Universal aluminum stanchion
fits 1½" & 1" anchors (not included).
 Set of 3 301-105-070 (42 lbs) $299
 Set of 3 (1 double & 2 single) 301-105-080 (54 lbs) $319

Bolco Double 1st Base — Orange color injected into heavygauge rubber. Non-collapsible textured one-piece all-rubber
with aluminum stanchion fits both male & female anchors.
Works with double ground anchor.
 Double 1st base 335-105-030 (36 lbs) $199
 Double ground anchor 335-105-070 (10 lbs ) $45

Schutt Pro Style Base Set — Heavy-duty, molded rubber.
 Set of 3 with anchors & plugs (fits 1-½" anchors)
301-675-759 (42 lbs) $155
 Set of 3 no anchors (fits 1" anchors)
301-675-769 (40 lbs) $139

 Set of 3 301-105-189 (34 lbs) $169

Hollywood Impact® — Patented chevron design allows the base
to compress upon impact. Heavy-duty molded rubber. Use with
1-½" anchors (not included).
 Set of 3 301-675-529 (29 lbs) $329

Bolco 6200-ML Pro-Style Base Set — Heavy gauge rubber
exterior surrounding a foam core. Welded, galvanized steel
stanchion pan. Universal steel stanchion fits both 1" male
and 1-½" female anchors (base anchors not included).

Hollywood Impact® Double 1st Base — Heavy-duty molded
rubber like single base. Use with 1-½" anchors (not included).
 Double 1st Base 301-675-489 (26 lbs) $165
 Set of 3 (1 double, 2 single) 301-675-519 (48 lbs) $299
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The base top disengages upon impact.
This patented base design compresses and then pops off. Player safety takes a big step up.

RULE
1.06

Compliant

Hollywood Kwik-Release Base
Rubber disengaging rubber base won’t
absorb water and repels dirt. 1½" square
ground anchors sold separately.
 YOUTH
Set of 3 301-675-309 (69 lb) $365
Single base 301-675-319 (23 lb) $135
 VARSITY
Set of 3 301-675-339 (69 lb) $379
Single base 301-675-329 (23 lb) $139

Youth base dislodges with 19 lbs of pressure, Varsity with 26 lbs.

RULE
1.06

Compliant

Hollywood Kwik-Release Double First Base
Disengages completely with enough impact. Durable, water-resistant and made with
premium rubber. White & orange base molded together as one base. Anchors with
a single 1 ½" anchor placed under the white base. Base plugs and ground anchors
sold separately.
 Double 1st Base Set includes 1 double 1st base and 2 single bases
Youth 301-675-369 (82 lb) $469
Varsity 301-675-379 (82 lb) $489
 SINGLE Varsity Double 1st Base 301-675-359 (36 lb) $219

See page 79 For bases designed specifically for artificial turf.
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Base Caddy — Easily transport
bases or use as a rack for cleaning
bases. Fits male or female anchor
systems. Digout tool included,
bases not included.
 301-675-119 (33 lbs) $299

Whatever your level of play, we have bases for you: beacon.cx/BSE-01
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Soft Touch® ‘progressive’ release bases.
Soft Touch® Bases: Stake Down or Stanchion Tee — The only completely portable
“progressive release” base. Original model (with stakes) does not require permanent
ground anchors and secures to diamond with three 12" stakes. Or convert your
stationary bases to “progressive release” bases without replacing your existing
anchors. Stanchion tee fits 1" and 1.5" sleeves. Available in two sizes: 14" or 15" (Little
League approved in 14" only). Ground anchors for new installations sold separately.

RULE
1.06

Compliant

 ORIGINAL with stakes
14" set of 3 301-693-419 (22 lb) $499
15" set of 3 301-693-319 (24 lb) $519
 CONVERTIBLE with stanchion tee
14" set of 3 301-693-409 (21 lb) $519
15" set of 3 301-693-329 (22 lb) $529

Original stakes

Convertible stanchion tee

Soft Touch® Double 1st Bases: Stake Down or Stanchion Tee
Includes spike to secure orange side. Sets include 1 double 1st base, 2 single bases.
 DOUBLE 1st Base with stakes
Set of 3 301-693-449 (23 lb) $679
1st base only 301-693-439 (15 lb) $349

RULE
1.06

Compliant

 DOUBLE 1st Base with stanchion tee
Set of 3 301-693-389 (28 lb) $699
1st base only 301-693-399 (18 lb) $359

Soft Touch® Bases: Ground Mount System — Designed to flex and absorb energy
as players slide into the base. This “Progressive Release” base will flex until enough
force is applied to “pop” the base free from it’s mount. Molded 7" stem fits into a
ground mount. Sets available in two sizes: 14" or 15" (Little League approved in
14" only). Ground plugs sold separately.
 GROUND MOUNT base sets
14" set of 3 301-693-339 (24 lb) $489
15" set of 3 301-693-349 (24 lb) $509
 Plugs and mounts (sets of 3)
Drag plugs 301-693-469 (2 lb) $109
Tapered plugs 301-693-369 (2 lb) $85
Ground mounts 301-693-429 (2 lb) $75

Drag Plug

Ground Mount anchor
and Tapered Plug

Soft Touch® Double 1st Base: with Ground Mount
Includes spike to secure orange side. Sets include 1 double 1st base, 2 single bases.
 DOUBLE 1st Base with stakes
Set of 3 301-693-309 (23 lb) $699
1st base only 301-693-379 (15 lb) $349

Throw-Down Bases

Stake-Down Bases

Impact® Throw Down Base Set
Just throw down this set and you’re ready.
Mesh bag included.
 Set of 3 301-675-279 (27 lbs) $119

Double 1st Base Stake Down Base Set — Perfect for rec
leagues and temporary fields. Quilted PVC-coated nylon.

Throw Down Base Set — Heavy-duty,
molded rubber. For indoor or outdoor
use. Mesh bag included.

 Set of 3 (1 double, 2 single) 301-905-099 (14 lb) $85

 Set of 3 301-675-789 (16 lbs) $39
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Epic durability from 40 lbs of solid rubber.
The double-sided design means extended life — just flip it over when the top side is worn and reduce costs.
Bulldog Double-sided Home
Plate — Professional grade
made with 3" of solid
rubber weighing 40 lbs.
The best home plate ever.
 301-210-300 (41 lb) $249

Schutt Home Plate w/Solid Wood Core
A Beacon Exclusive! We’ve put everything together — solid
wood core, high-quality Schutt rubber at a great price.
 301-675-100 (22 lbs) $89

Hollywood MLB® Pro Style — Maximum
strength molded rubber construction.
7" stanchion and 5 zinc-plated spikes,
1 anchor, and 1 plug. 1½" thick.
 301-675-859 (18 lbs) $129

Bolco Home Plate
with Stanchion
Powder coated metal base and stanchion. Includes 1-1/2" anchor.
 301-105-169 (20 lbs) $99

Schutt Pro Home Plate
Molded rubber construction. Stanchion
mounted steel plate. Includes ground
anchor.
 301-675-829 (17 lbs) $89

Hollywood Bury-All
High-durability all-rubber 3" construction.
Waffle-bottom design.
 301-675-880 (24 lbs) $129

Schutt Bury-All
Durable all-rubber 3" thick construction.
Waffle-bottom design.
 301-675-849 (24 lbs) $79

Economy Home Plate — 3/4" heavy
molded rubber, with 5 screw-in spikes.
 Single 301-675-420 (13 lbs) $39
 3-pack 301-675-425 (39 lbs) $89

Throw Down Home Plate
All rubber, waffle-bottom, 1/2" thick.
Perfect for the gym, batting cage,
temporary bullpen or hitting mat.
 301-905-049 (4 lbs) $19

Throw Down Home Plate
Heavy-duty molded rubber with
waffle-bottom. Mesh bag & 3 spikes.
 301-675-869 (7 lbs) $19

Slowpitch Strike Zone Mat — Heavyduty 3/8" molded rubber mat makes the
strike zone visible. Can be cut to USSSA
specifications (24"L). 17"W x 36"L
 110-100-130 (13 lbs) $39
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Watch the Bulldog Home Plate installation demonstration at

beacon.cx/BHP-01
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Repeat: 40 lbs of solid rubber (wow!).
The Bulldog pitching rubber is block of durability, too — you’ll save on labor costs with fewer replacements.
Bulldog Pitching Rubber — This
workhorse resists bubbling and
tearing. It outlasts all the competition.
Professional grade with a 3" core
center and 40 lbs of solid rubber
(adult; youth is 2" core and 14 lbs).
The best pitching rubber ever.

average rubber

Permanent Four-sided

 Adult 335-210-100 (40 lb) $259
 Youth 335-210-200 (14 lb) $149

Removable Double Stanchion
17 ¾"

Schutt Four-Sided
Rubber with PVC tube insert.
 Regulation (6" x 6" x 24")
335-675-199 (25 lbs) $79
 Youth (4" x 4" x 18")
335-675-209 (11 lbs) $69

Hollywood Four-Sided
Heavy-duty rubber cover with
aluminum tube insert.

Deluxe Double Stanchion
Set includes double 1-1/2" ground
anchor, 2 plugs and dig-out tool.
 Regulation (6" x 24" w/anchor)
335-765-299 (38 lbs) $159

21"

 Regulation (6" x 6" x 24")
335-675-149 (22 lbs) $129

Permanent Step-down

15"

Hollywood Double Stanchion

Economy Double Stanchion

 Regulation (6" x 24" w/anchor)
335-675-179 (16 lbs) $109
 Replacement reg. anchor

Set includes replaceable rubber,
double 1-½" ground anchor.

(compatible w/Hollywood Slider
and Impact Double 1st Base)

Hollywood Step-Down
Regulation 6" x 24" size.
335-675-259 (14 lbs) $99

301-675-419 (10 lbs) $39
 Youth (4" x 18" w/anchor)
335-675-169 (16 lbs) $95
 Replacement youth anchor
301-675-409 (10 lbs) $29

 Regulation (6" x 24")
335-105-099 (16 lbs) $99
 Replacement reg. anchor
335-105-070 (10 lbs) $45
 Youth (4"x18")
335-105-139 (14 lbs) $89
 Replacement youth anchor
335-105-119 (5 lbs) $39

Economy Options
Bolco Firm Grip Pitcher
Plateau
Tough vinyl with wood block
filled core.
 Regulation (6" x 24")
335-105-019 (18 lbs) $69
 Youth (4" x 18")
335-105-029 (12 lbs) $49

Schutt Step-Down
Heavy-duty rubber cover with
wood block core.
 Regulation (6" x 24")
335-675-239 (16 lbs) $75
 Youth (4" x 18")
335-675-249 (9 lbs) $49

Economy Pitching Rubber
Heavy-duty molded rubber
with 3 metal spikes.
 Regulation (6" x 24")
335-675-150 (8 lbs) $29
5-pk 335-675-155 (40 lbs) $129

 Youth (4" x 18")
335-675-229 (8 lbs) $19
5-pk 335-675-235 (40 lbs) $59

End Spike Economy
Pitching Rubber
Metal end-plates, easy installation with 2 spikes (included).
 Regulation (6" x 24")
335-105-229 (5 lbs) $29
6-pk 335-105-235 (30 lbs) $99

 Youth (4" x 18")
335-105-239 (4 lbs) $19
6-pk 335-105-245 (24 lbs) $79
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Base plugs in a handy Beacon Bucket.
Save in bulk and get maintenance tips to boot. Choose from 3 plug options in our popular Beacon Bucket.

Beacon Base Plug Buckets
These popular buckets feature bi-lingual
tips for proper base maintenance. Take
your pick of three popular plug types.
Each bucket contains 30 plugs.
 Bucket with Black Foam Whisker Plug
Fits 1-½" anchors, whisker colors vary
301-100-010 (5 lbs) $195
Individual plug 301-130-680 $7
 Bucket with Orange Cap Base Plugs
Fits 1" male or 1-½" female anchors
301-100-020 (21 lbs) $169
Individual plug 301-905-089 $6
 Bucket with Black Hex Plugs w/indicator
Fits 1" male or 1-½" female anchors
301-100-030 (16 lbs) $225
Individual plug 301-470-110 $9
Black foam
whisker plugs

Hex plugs

Orange cap plugs

Wood Handle Dig Out Tool
Quickly and easily remove excess
dirt from your base ground anchors
with this steel blade tool. 1-¼" x 8"
301-105-430 $14
SAVE 10% when you buy 5 or more!

More base accessories at:
beacon.cx/BSA-01

All-steel
1-½" Anchor

All-steel
1" Anchor

Hollywood-style
stake — to be
set in concrete.

Bolco-style
stake — to be
set in concrete.

301-505-460 $12

301-105-109 $9

A great alternative to traditional base anchors.
CH ANCHOR SYSTEMS

1-½" Heavy-Duty

Quick & easy to install — no cement needed.
Simply drive the anchors into place with the
Driver Tool. Available as standard or heavy-duty.
1-½" Standard

Complete CH systems (3 anchors, 1 driver)
 Heavy-duty (1-½") 301-660-359 (52 lbs) $219
 Heavy-duty (1") 301-660-369 (48 lbs) $219
 Standard (1-½") 301-660-349 (40 lbs) $199

Clean-out
Tool
1" Heavy-Duty
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Individual anchors
 Heavy-duty (1-½") 301-660-319 (6 lbs) $29
 Heavy-duty (1") 301-660-309 (5 lbs) $45
 Standard (1-½") 301-660-339 (3 lbs) $25
 Clean-out Tool (14"L) 301-660-379 (1 lbs) $18

Learn about on-field base placement & maintenance at beacon.cx/GU7-01
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The Ultimate Ballfield Resource.

We all need somewhere we can turn to. For thousands of field professionals, that place is Beacon Athletics.
Staying true to our goal of helping you to work smarter, we’re here for you with on-demand online resources.
ACCESS TO ALL OUR BALLFIELD RESOURCES with direct links back to the products that make it all happen at BeaconAthletics.com.

For us, it’s more than a slogan. It’s about giving you
what you need, when you need it. To live up to “the ultimate
ballfield resource” it goes beyond just delivering superior
products. It’s also about giving you on-demand resources
that will help make your job easier.
Our dedicated online resources are for groundskeepers
by groundskeepers. Our team of experts — led by our own
Paul Zwaska, former head groundskeeper of the Baltimore Orioles
— has compiled field dimensions, topical tips and articles,
and handy how-tos.
You can find these resources and more on our sister site at
Ballfields.com. Whatever you need for your ballfield, think Beacon.

I know I’ve referenced tips and
field dimensions many times at Ballfields.com.
I’m usually on the field when I remember I need to look
something up. It’s so awesome that I can just
pull out my phone and there it is.”
— Johnny Annis, head groundskeeper, West Madison Little League
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Whoa! It really works.
Cover up and green up, year-round. No matter what type of
field you’re in charge of, Fieldsaver™ Growth Covers will help
improve cold temperature seed germination, accelerate spring
green-up and reduce winter desiccation. These turf blankets
are hemmed and have grommets on all sides. Hold down with
the included sod staples. Contact us about custom sizes.

 Fieldsaver™ Growth Covers 3 oz polypropylene
Adult Baseball 90' x 90' (162 lbs)

270-245-549

$1,525

Youth Baseball 60' x 60' (72 lbs)

270-245-529

$665

Soccer Goal 30' x 60' (36 lbs)

270-245-519

$345

Football Sidelines 20' x 50' (20 lbs)

270-245-509

$195

FB Between Hashes 60' x 75' (90 lbs)

270-245-539

$845

Cleats won’t go through but rain & sports drinks will.

BenchZone® Sideline Turf Protectors
The open weave Vipol® Matrix mesh stands up to cleats but it
won’t absorb liquids, letting them drain right through. Air and
sunlight also pass through, so no worries about smothering or
compacting your turf grass. Simply hose off to clean. Durable,
low-profile edges are double lock-stitched. “Get-back” line can
be permanently imprinted. Contact us for custom printing.
 BenchZone® 15'W 10 oz vinyl-coated polyester
50'L (63 lbs)

280-107-049

$765

75'L (90 lbs)

280-107-039

$1,095

100'L (171 lbs)

280-107-029

$1,195

125'L (192 lbs)

280-107-019

$1,395

150'L (248 lbs)

280-107-009

$1,549

Standard BenchZone colors:
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Give your turf grass a break with turf blankets and sideline protectors.
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Let them cross over without worry.
There’s no doubt, football cleats and field equipment can wreak havoc on your track. Heck, even kids and
parents crossing can create additional wear. Protect your track, but still allow rain and other liquids to pass right through.

Cross-Over Zone® Track Protectors
Maximum protection from metal cleats & field equipment for your track surface —
yet porous enough to allow rain and other liquids to drain through. Black material
is bordered with a galvanized steel chain wrapped in double-stitched vinyl to add
weight to prevent wind lifting — no stakes or staples are needed. Contact us for
custom sizes and Chroma-Bond® Imprinting.
 15'W polypropylene

 7'6"W polypropylene
30'L (83 lbs)

271-107-019

$395

30'L (111 lbs)

271-107-049

$565

40'L (102 lbs)

271-107-029

$495

40'L (209 lbs)

271-107-059

$695

50'L (121 lbs)

271-107-039

$595

50'L (251 lbs)

271-107-069

$825

Standard border colors:



Other border colors (add $25):

         

Imprinting reinforces your team brand.

Premium Mesh Track Protectors
Stands up to cleats and heavy traffic, but rain and liquids
will easily pass through. This heavy-duty 14 oz mesh
material protects your track while the weighted perimeter
keeps it in place for safe cross-overs. Contact us about
adding your digitally-printed team logo.

 12'W 14 oz premium mesh

 6'W 14 oz premium mesh

 15'W 14 oz premium mesh

30'L (81 lbs)

271-245-249

$395

30'L (115 lbs)

271-245-279

$515

30'L (125 lbs)

271-245-309

$665

40'L (106 lbs)

271-245-259

$465

40'L (149 lbs)

271-245-289

$685

40'L (168 lbs)

271-245-319

$815

50'L (123 lbs)

271-245-269

$545

50'L (180 lbs)

271-245-299

$825

50'L (203 lbs)

271-245-329

$1,035

75'L (293 lbs)

271-245-339

$1,495

100'L (375 lbs)

271-245-349

$1,895

Standard colors:
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Stuff for other sports is on our website.
Like soccer goals, lacrosse goals, football first down markers… There’s a lot of game & practice
equipment to support the other sports on your fields. Just visit BeaconAthletics.com.

Kwik Goal Fusion® Goals
Excellent for college and below. Features 4" round, aluminum frame,
European-style backstays, and an all-surface friendly design. Meets NCAA
and NFHS specs. All-aluminum construction includes: 3mm 3-1/2" mesh
white net, Kwik Lock® Net System, and net support straps. Sold as pair.
 8'H x 24'W 340-445-219 (190 lbs) $4,999
 7'H x 21'W 340-445-499 (181 lbs) $4,799
 6.5'H x 18.5'W 340-445-749 (168 lbs) $4,499
 REPLACEMENT NETS ONLINE: for Kwik Goal visit beacon.cx/KWK-01 | for Keeper Goals visit beacon.cx/KPG-01

Keeper Goals M Series Goals

M-Series Levered Lifting Wheels

Made to withstand years of rigorous park and school use. Safe, self-supporting
design. Constructed of 11-gauge white powder-coated steel tubing. Each goal has
welded stake holders and includes 2'L steel stakes. Includes cabled net attachment
system. Wheel set optional (right). Sold as pair.

Optional wheel set for Keeper M Series
goals. Two adults can easily move a
sturdy M Series goal without lifting or
tipping. Sold as pair.

 8'H x 24'W (4" x 2"OD posts and crossbar) 340-415-539 (890 lbs) $3,295
 8'H x 24'W (4"OD posts, aluminum crossbar) 340-415-549 (770 lbs) $3,695
 7'H x 21'W (4" x 2"OD posts and crossbar) 340-415-559 (780 lbs) $2,995

 340-415-609 (48 lbs) $595
 340-415-619 2" OD only (48 lbs) $395
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A lot more soccer, lacrosse and football game & practice equipment online.
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The backup plan for when a ball goes rogue.
Literally. These back-up nets will let you relax. There’s all kinds of things that can go wrong when a ball leaves its field.
Contact us about adding some containment to your fields to help protect athletes, fans, and property.
See
page 38 for

Back-up
Net Systems

Official Lacrosse Goal — Insanely strong, and portable. But the
best part? With just 5 pieces, it sets up in minutes and is portable.
Made with heavy-duty 12 gauge 2"OD powder-coated orange
steel tubing with mitered corners for added strength. The lacing
bar net attachment makes lacing the net easy, eliminating the
need for lacing the cord underneath the goal. Net sold separately.
 6'H x 6'W 340-415-099 $789/pair

Lacrosse Goal Cart — Check it out, looks easy, right? Moving a
goal has never been easier with this backsaver. Just takes one
person, yet even the heaviest, most clumsy-to-move goal is
easy. It’s solid steel base safely supports the goal. Feel free to
use it for 6x4 soccer goals and hockey goals, too.
 340-415-849 $399

 Net: 4mm knotless white 340-415-149 $369/pair
TH E U LTI MATE BA L L F I E L D R E S OUR C E
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Keyword Index & product lookup…
A
Absorbant Pads.................................94
Adjustable Weight
Nail Drag System...........................82
Aerosol Field Paint...........................76
Aerosol Paint Liners.........................76
Anchors and Plugs........................ 114
Anti-Itch Gel........................................99
Area Tarps..................................... 64-65
Artificial Turf.........................19, 77-79

Big Gulp Water Removal............. 105
Bit Snaps, Bucket..............................93
Bleacher Defender............................98
Bleachers..............................................52

E
Edgers...................................................87
Eye Protection....................................97

Bleacher Shade & Protector..........53

F

Blog and Tips................................... 115

Fencing (Portable).................... 60-61

Bolco Bases............................ 109, 112

Fence Cap
(Installation Tool, Zipper)...........45

Bownet Screens.................................21
Brick, Clay......................................... 102

Fence Guard........................................45
Fiberglass Measuring Tapes..........73

Hardware..............................................93
Hitting Mats.........................................22
Hitting Stations.............................8, 18
Hitting Tees..........................................21
Hollywood Bases................... 109-112
Home Plates..................................... 112
Home Plate Halo................................81
Home Run Fences...................... 60-61
Hoses & Nozzles.................... 106-107
Hose Reels........................................ 107
Hose Repair Kits................................94

Brooms..................................................89

Field Armor...................................... 104

Artificial Turf Field Logos..............80

Bug Spray, Repellent.......................99

Field Drags................................... 82-85

Artificial Turf Groomer....................79

Bulldog...................................... 112-113

Field Hoses....................................... 107

C

Field Layout Markers................ 72-73

B

CH Anchor Systems...................... 114

Field Maintenance Training........ 122

Chalk......................................................71

Field Markers............................... 69-75

Backstop Padding...................... 40-43

Chalkers, Dry Line Markers...... 69-71

Field Mark System............................73

Clay Bricks........................................ 102

Field Master Groomer......................83

Infield Soil Testing.......................... 100

Cleaners................................................94

Field Paint..................................... 76-77

Infield Turf Protectors.....................67

Cleat Cleaner......................................48

Field Resources............................... 115

Inline Full Net Backstop..................37

Cocoa Mat Drag Mats......................84

Field Screens............................... 28-30

Insect Repellent.................................99

Cocoa Mop...........................................89

Field Shield Tarps....................... 64-65

InstantEye............................................32

Cords, Ropes......................................93

Field Sprayers.............................. 74-75

Irrigation & Accessories.........106-107

Crossover Tarps.............................. 117

Field Weights......................................63

Itch remedies......................................99

Barrier Net Systems.................. 38-39

Coupler Key...................................... 107

Foul Poles.............................................49

Bases & Accessories............. 108-114

D

Artificial Turf Bases..........................79

Artificial Turf Paint............................77
Auger.....................................................60

Backstop Walls...................................40
Backstops (Portable).......................33
Ball Baby..............................................48
Ball Holders.........................................48
Ballfield Resources........................ 115
Ballpark Signs.............................. 58-59

Bases, Artificial Turf.........................79
Base Anchor Plugs........................ 114
Base Caddy...................................... 110
Base Jewels...................................... 108
Bat Rack...............................................48

Field Lazer Paint Striper.......... 74-75

Full Infield Covers (Tarps)..............66

Dazzeline Field Paint.......................76
Designated Hitter..............................21
Dig Out Tool..................................... 114
Dirt Medic Groomer.........................83
Dislodging Bases................... 110-111

Batter’s Box Template.....................72

Distance Markers...............................49

Batter’s Box Fortification Mats.102

Double First Bases................ 109-111

Batter’s Eye..............................................32

Double Play Aerosol
Attachment......................................71

Battery Powered Field Striper........75
Batting Cages (Indoor)................. 6-7

Drag Broom.........................................89
Drag Leveling Bar.............................85

Batting Cages (Outdoor)........ 10-17

Drag Mats.............................................84

Batting Cage Nets..............................19

Drags (Nail).........................................82

Batting Practice Accessories........20

Drag Spiker.................................. 82, 85

Batting Practice Turf Mats.............22
Batting Tee..........................................21
Battyshack...........................................48

Drying Agent................................... 101
Dryline Markers........................... 69-71
Dugout Accessories.........................48
Dugout Rubber Mats.......................48

I
Indoor Batting Cage...................... 6-7
Infield Groomers................................83
Infield Lip Broom...............................89
Infield Screens............................. 28-29
Infield Skin Top Dressing............. 101
Infield Skin Tarps...............................66

J

Fuse Link Protection........................15

Jack Corbett Bases....................... 108

G

Jennie Finch Pitching Lane...........21

Game Mounds............................. 24-27
Gloves....................................................96

Jox Box.............................................. 103

K

Go Groomer (Artificial Turf).........79

Keeper Goals Soccer Goals........ 118

Goal Line Aerosol Paint..................76

Kombi Electric Field Striper..........75

Goals (Soccer)................................. 118

Kombi Paint and Accessories.........75

Goals (Lacrosse)............................. 119

Kwik Goal Soccer Goals............... 118

Grooming Tools........................... 88-91

L

Ground Anchor Auger.....................60
Groundskeeper University.......... 122

L Screen................................................28

Growth Cover.................................. 116

Lacrosse Goal.................................. 119

Gym Divider.......................................... 8

Level Board.........................................88

Gym Floor Protector.......................... 9

Line Marker................................... 69-71

H

Lip Broom............................................89

Hack Attack
Pitching Machines.........................31

M

Line-mate Field Layout...................73

Halos......................................................81

Markers (Distance)............................49

Dugouts......................................... 46-47

Benches......................................... 50-51

Hand Soap...........................................94

Marking Chalk.....................................71

Duo Broom..........................................89

Big Bubba Backstop........................33

DuraPitch Mound Clays................ 102

Hand Tools
(Field Grooming).................... 88-91

Marksmart
Field Marking System...................73

Beacon General Store......................93
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Mats........................................................22

ProShot Nozzle............................... 106

Sparkle #6............................................71

Track Protectors............................. 117

Measuring Tape..................................73

Protective Screens..................... 28-30

Spools, Repair Cord & Rope.........93

Training Aids.......................................21

Missile Markers...................................73

Puddle Pump................................... 105

Spreaders.............................................92

Moisture Removal.......................... 105

Puddle Sponge................................ 105

Squeegee.......................................... 105

Q

Stake Down Bases......................... 111

Mound Slope Gauge........................88

Quick Couplers................................ 107

Steel Mat Drag............................. 84-85

TUFFdeck On-Deck Circles...........23

Mound Yeti...........................................31

Quick-Fit Windscreen......................56

Steel Mat Mop.....................................89

TUFFframe

Mounds (Portable)..................... 24-27

Quick Links, Bucket..........................93

Stencil....................................................76

Batting Cage Systems.......... 12-17

N

R

Stiff Drags............................................84

TUFFScreen Infield Screens..........30

Nail Drags..................................... 82, 85

Rail Padding........................................44

Streamliner Field Chalkers
(Dryline Markers)........................69-71

Turf Bases, for Artificial Turf.........79

Net Protector, Batting Cage.........20

Rakes, Grooming...............................90

Streamliner Refurbishing Kit.......... 71

Turf Growth Blankets.................... 116

Nets, Batting Cage...........................19

ReelCraft Hose Reel Cart............ 107

Strike Zone Mat............................... 112

Turf Halos.............................................81

Net Repair Kit.....................................93

Release Bases......................... 110-111

String Winder.....................................73

Turf Inlay...............................................81

Net Repair Needle............................93

Repair Tools................................. 68, 93

Sunglasses...........................................97

Netting........................................... 37-39

Roller Squeegees........................... 105

Sun Screen...........................................98

Nozzles & Hoses.................... 106-107

Ropes, Cords......................................93

Sun Shade............................................53

O

Rubber Mats.................... 48, 103, 112

Super Sopper................................... 105

Rubber On-Deck Circles.................23

SweetSpot Tamp...............................86

Turf Protectors...................................67

On-deck Circles.................................23

S

T

Turf Rollers...........................................87

Outdoor Batting Cage............. 10-17
Outfield Distance Markers.............49

Safety Glasses....................................97

Tamp Sock...........................................87

Outdoor Signs............................. 58-59

Safety Netting............................. 36-39

Tamps....................................................86

Overseeder Tools..............................91

Safety Top Cap...................................45

Tape Measure......................................73

Sand Bag..............................................68

Tarp Cart System...............................62

Sand Comb..........................................90

Tarp Pins...............................................68

Scorer’s Table.....................................51

Tarp Repair..........................................68

W

Screens, Infield................................28-29

Tarp Sandbag.....................................68

Wall Systems, Backstop.................40

Mound Clay....................................... 102
Mound Halo.........................................81

P
Padding ............................................... 42-44
Paint................................................ 76-77
Paint Removal.....................................78
Paint Striper................................. 74-75
Phantom Gym Divider....................... 8
Phantom Hitting Station................... 8
Phantom Indoor Batting Cage... 6-7
Pins, Tarp..............................................68
Pitch Pro Portable Mounds............24
Pitcher’s Practice Screen........ 28-30
Pitching Machines.............................31
Pitching Mounds (Portable)... 24-27
Pitching Mats......................................22
Pitching Rubbers............................ 113
Plugs & Anchors............................. 114
Portable Fencing........................ 60-61
Portable Mounds........................ 24-27

Stanchions........................................ 113

Trash Receptacles.............................51
Triple Play Template.........................72
TUFFframe Pro Batting Cage.......16

Turf Logo..............................................80
Turf Mound Halos..............................81
Turf Mats...............................................22

Twine......................................................93

U
UV Protection.............................. 97-98

Screening Rake..................................... 90

Tarp Stakes, Accessories................68

Waste Enclosures..............................51

Scuffle Hoe............................................. 87

Tarp Storage & Covers....................68

Water Removal Equipment........ 105

Shoe & Cleat Cleaner.......................... 48

Tarp Tube Cover................................68

Shop Towels........................................94

Tarp Tube Roller.................................68

Shovels..................................................91

Tarp Weights.......................................63

Sideline Tarps.................................. 116

Tarps................................................ 64-67

Signs................................................ 58-59

Tarred Cords........................................93

Wipes.....................................................94

Skin Protection............................ 98-99

Weighted Tarps..................................65
Whisker Plug Bucket..................... 114
Windscreen.................................. 54-55

Team Benches............................. 50-51

Woodless Backstop Pads...............41

Skin Tarps.............................................66

Tees.........................................................21

World Class Paint..............................76

Slope Gauge........................................88

Temp Fence.........................................61

Snap Bits, Bucket..............................93

Templates.............................................72

Snap Hooks, Bucket.........................93

TempLine Turf Paints................ 77-78

Soccer Goals.................................... 118

Temporary Fencing................... 60-61

Soft Toss Stand-Alone.....................18

Tensioned Batting Cage
(Indoor)...........................................6-7

Y

Tensioned Batting Cage
(Outdoor).................................. 14-15

Yeti Pitching Machines....................31

Soft Touch Release Bases........... 111

X
X-Drag, Nail Drag..............................85

PowrLiner 850
Paint Striper.....................................74

Softball Pitching Lane.....................21

Practice Mounds......................... 24-27

Softball Pitcher's Circle Kit............71

ProBrick............................................. 102

Soil Amendments........................... 101

Tensioning Cuffs,
Outdoor Batting Cages...............12

ProCord String Winder...................73

Soil Test.............................................. 100

Throw Down Bases........................ 112

Project Services.................................34

Soothing Skin Gel.............................99

Topdressing...................................... 101

Install Tool........................................45

Pro Pins.................................................68

Sport Panel..........................................61

Towels....................................................94

Zip Ties..................................................93

Z
Zipper, Fence Cap
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The ONLY online training resource.
“Our goal is to bring professional training directly to
you and your staff,” says Groundskeeper University
author and creator, Paul Zwaska. “A fair and safe
playing field is everyone’s intent, but that means things
need to be done right.”
This by-groundskeepers-for-groundskeepers resource
brings you and your staff the tried and true practices
that will keep volunteers, summer help and new staff
on the same page. Through videos, photos, audio and
written material you’ll learn essential introductory
groundskeeper skills.
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“The time and effort necessary to train new staff each
year can become overwhelming, and that’s exactly why
we created GroundskeeperU.com.”

How to get started at Groundskeeper University
The first thing you need to know is it’s 100% free. You can come and go at GroundskeeperU.com as you like, brush
up on what you need or complete all 8 modules from start to finish. To track your progress and become certified,
you’ll just need to setup a free user account — or, you can use your existing BeaconAthletics.com account.
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The tried & true practices of former Baltimore Orioles head groundskeeper Paul Zwaska…
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The perfect starting point or ideal refresher.
Groundskeeper University will equip your staff with the basic knowledge they’ll need to avoid common
groundskeeping mistakes and to become a valuable member of your grounds crew.

101. Tools of the Trade Learn about the tools you’ll use.

102. Mound & Home Plate Care Proper maintenance is critical.

103. Lip Management How to avoid and how to fix.

104. Infield Skin Game Day Prep Protocols and best practices.

105. Moisture Management Water is the lifeblood of a ballfield.

106. Creating Foul Lines It just has to be right.

107. Base Placement & Care Critical piece of a safe playing field.

108. Rainfall Rescues We address your biggest challenge.
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8233 Forsythia St., STE 120, Middleton, WI 53562
source code

We’ve been in your shoes.

We understand what it takes. Our team of experts is here to help you, every step of the way.

ALL NEW MODEL!

The Streamliner — page 69

Field Drags — pages 82-85

SweetSpot Tamp — page 86

Whatever your ballfield needs, think Beacon. America’s Experts in the Field Since 1948.
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